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Over the past decade, with the ever-increasing demand for miniaturization of micro-electronic
devices, directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) has attracted the interest of
both academia and industry as a promising ‘bottom-up’ technique to develop defect free
nanolithographic patterns. DSA is not restricted by inherent diffraction-based limitations of
conventional photo-lithography and has a much lower cost of ownership compared to the
competing alternatives. Two of the most prominent DSA techniques used to orient BCPs include
graphoepitaxy which uses surface topography to direct the BCPs and chemoepitaxy, that employs
enthalpic interactions of a patterned substrate to form ordered structures out of thin films. This
work first explores graphoepitxial BCP self-assembly to form ordered cubically packed cylindrical
arrays using topographical pillars. Using a coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD)
framework, simulations are carried out on an asymmetric BCP confined between two flat plates at
two different plate dimensions: least confinement and highest confinement. The least and highest
radial separation between adjacent pillars are kept the same as the flat plate separations. A direct
correlation was observed in the number of continuous micro-domains of the maximum and
minimum confinement dimensions in the pillars template with the least and highest flat plate
separations trials. With the optimum chain length employed, the surfaces with affinity to the minor
phase can direct the BCP self-assembly to form ordered arrays of minor phase cylinders. Design
plots were thus generated at various BCP volume fractions to find the optimum BCP molecular
weights.
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Secondly, we study chemoepitaxial DSA with Liu-Nealey flow to form lamellae patterns with
symmetric BCPs with a CGMD framework. Defect-free lamellae are formed for the two substrate
geometries after which the system is quenched below the glass transition. The defect free lamellae
are then etched using either a wet or a dry etching schematic. Depending on the type of etching,
parameters like solvent type (wet) or selectivity (dry) are studied for their effect on resist
morphology. Subsequently, a three-dimensional edge detection is performed on the resist domains
(PS) to evaluate the edge roughness on three process stages: anneal, pre-etch and post-dry/wet
etch. The simulations results are also compared with top view and cross-sectional SEM images.
Efforts to mitigate roughness and defectivity by employing additives, using BCP blends of
different molecular weights or replacing a fraction of the BCPs with equivalent homopolymers is
also studied. Some commons defects and their possible annihilation using suitable dry-etches is
then discussed. Lastly, efforts to model the materials and processes for the next-generation
lithographic techniques is studied. These include preliminary results for oligomers for selfassembled monolayer nanopatterns and chemically amplified resists for extreme ultraviolet
lithography.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of microchips requires variety of intricate physical and chemical processes.
Nanolithography is often employed to produce these micro and nanopatterns 1-2. The conventional
mode of manufacturing these devices involves the use of a top-down process called
photolithography3-4. Even though the process has its limitation, it has fulfilled the expectations of
Moore’s Law25 for decades largely due to the innovative engineering solutions to the fundamental
issues. This innovation has paved the way for a more connected and accessible globe driving
growth in the modern digital age. From personal computers and mobile devices to storage devices,
data centers and even telecommunication systems, the strive to produce faster devices with more
features with minimal leakage and power consumptions has truly transformed the world as we see
it.5 (figure 1.1)

The impact of the progress of the semiconductor industry can be assessed to be manifold 5. We
have economic impact, wherein high performance, energy efficient devices have been developed
by fitting more transistors per unit area. The end cost to the user has also reduced over the years.
If we compare the Intel4004 chip first produced in 1971 with the Intel i7 Skylake, 14 nm processor
(2015), the performance of the newer processor is 3500 times better at 90,000 times higher
efficiency and remarkably at 1/60,000 the price of the older technology!5-6 This development with
improved computational power has led to significant technological progress in other industries like
automotive, construction, pharmaceutical to name a few.

This chapter has contributions from the published work: Pinge S, Lin G, Baskaran D, Padmanaban M, Joo YL. Designing an ordered template of cylindrical arrays based on a
simple flat plate confinement of block copolymers: a coarse-grained molecular dynamics study. Soft matter. 2018;14(4):597-613.
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It has also paved way for industries for the coming decade like high performance computing, data
science, machine learning to even the vast empire of the social media. The societal impact is also
noteworthy. Computers have helped us develop lifesaving drugs, optimized energy productions,
put satellites in orbits, build bridges, dams, and skyscrapers and countless more tasks without
which the world today would be unrecognizable as we know it. The heart of this progress lies in
the scaling of Moore’s law and the ingenuity of the researchers in developing photolithography
have helped us scale Moore’s Law for over five decades now.

Figure 1.1: Moore’s law scaling and development of newer nodes with faster, more energy efficient transistors.
Figure adapted from Vivek Singh. EUV: The Computational Landscape. EUVL Worshop 2014.7

Photolithography uses one or multiple optical sources, photo resists and photo masks but also
requires the use of resolution enhancement techniques like optical proximity correction, phase shift
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masks making it economically less viable8-9. It has the primary disadvantage of diffraction-based
limits for the features produced 8. To produce devices with smaller features, it is essential to reduce
the wavelength of the optical sources and this can be cost ineffective. Critics of photolithography
have been predicting the demise of the technology for a few years now 10-11. Researchers have
suggested the need for a major technological break in the coming years to prevent any disruption
in the scaling. Eventually, it is expected that the industry will move to a non-Silicon based
technology. But the vast infrastructure and the knowledge developed on Silicon based technologies
requires the immediate development and subsequent production of alternatives to
photolithography.

Other top-down techniques like extreme ultra-violet lithography (EUV)12 have thus gained recent
popularity. Intel is expected to start production of the 7nm node using EUV by 2020-21 and has
thus invested billions of dollars developing the technology. Although the overall outlook looks
bright, there are still some concerns for high-volume manufacturing.14 Issues arising out of shot
noise of the EUV source is a fundamental issue that experts believe strongly affect the technology
performance. The photon density for EUV is significantly lower than photolithography, thus any
variation in the photon energy distribution leads to stochastic variation in the resists and
subsequent pattern transfer15. EUV also has a high cost of ownership and may not be an economical
alternative to manufacture entry-level devices.

A viable alternative bottom-up technique to form sub-20 nm features comparable to extreme ultraviolet lithography with hierarchical structure formation and long-range order but significant
reduction in cost-of-ownership is directed self-assembly (DSA) using block copolymers (BCPs)1-
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2, 16-21.

As the demands of lower sizes with higher densities for magnetics storage devices 22, flash

memory devices23, semiconductor capacitors24 among others continue to spread, the technology
has attracted considerable attention of academia and industry alike. The harmonic spatial
arrangement and periodicity offered by the technique offers manufacturers new strategies for the
fabrication of electronic and energy storage devices. In accordance with Moore’s Law25, the
demand for manufacturing high performance devices economically is estimated to surge in the
coming years and researchers are expected to develop DSA lithography to form defect free
patterns26 with optimal control and tolerance on the lithographic features.

Figure 1.2: a) BCP self-assembly phase diagram. H=Hexagonally packed cylinders, PL=perforated Lamellae,
L=Lamellae, DIS=disordered, CPS=Cubically packed spheres. The dotted blue lines signify the phase boundary by
this study. Refer Chapter 2 for further details. b) Hexagonally packed cylinder morphology. c) perforated lamellae
(perforation not seen) d) Lamellae morphology
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BCPs self-organize at molecular level building blocks and forming nano-structures like lamellae,
hexagonally packed cylinders, gyroids and spherical micelles with characteristic length scales on
the order of 5-50 nm27,28. As some of these nano-structures resemble the lithographic features
desired in the semi-conductor industry, they are used as a nano-template in the manufacture of
micro-chips. As the two blocks in a di-block copolymer tend to differ in their chemical properties
(incompatible with each other), they favor separating out into two phases forming micro-domains.
The morphology formed by the BCPs depend on three main factors: the Flory-Huggins parameter
(χ), the volume fraction of the minor phase (fA) and the degree of polymerization (N)

27,28.

The

latter two factors are governed by the polymerization stoichiometry and influence the translational
and configurational entropy. As evident from the equation below, the Florry-Huggins parameter
has an enthalpic contribution, 𝛼 and an excess entropic contribution β 29.

𝜒 = 𝛼𝑇 −1 + 𝛽

equation 1.1

The coefficients 𝛼 and 𝛽 depend on the temperature (T), fA, N and the material property of the
monomers. Polymer melts are often modelled as Gaussian chains comprising of spherical beads.
These molecules often exhibit building-block anisotropy similar to various shaped nano-colloidal
particles30. To account for this anisotropy of the monomer beads and the non-random nature of
their mixing, the entropic contribution 𝛽 is introduced in the expansion of the Florry Huggins
term29. The entropic contribution becomes all more crucial in cases where the confinement
dimension is comparable to the BCP domain size, a “two-dimensional melt” as opposed to a bulk
melt31. Some examples of such systems include polymers confined with topographic features as
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employed in DSA techniques or chains on adsorbed layers like lipid bilayer systems. The chains
in these systems are highly confined. They strongly segregated and show only slight overlap.
Contrastingly, in a three-dimensional melt chains interpenetrate strongly behaving ideally as
evident from the self-consistent argument. In either case, the chains tend to spatially re-organize
or self-assembly so as to minimize the free energy of the system.

The process of BCP self-assembly that is exclusively thermodynamically driven is slow, with
limited control on the domain size and sometimes with poor degree of micro-phase separation. The
morphology of the system may have a strong local order but, in many cases, lack long range
orientational and translational order. DSA combined with advanced lithographic techniques offers
an additional driving force that provides orientational order to create patterns suitable for
lithographic applications.

Several reports have also demonstrated the use of simple shear and extensional flows to polymer
melts and BCP films to better form the desired hierarchal structures32-36. Application of such
external force fields can better align lamellar19, cylinder and to a certain extent spherical micelles
micro-domain with increased order in one or more dimensions35. In some cases where the external
field is flow induced, as the size of micro-domains of the system of interest is reduced and we
transition from bulk to thin films, its efficiency diminishes. Other force fields in the form of electric
and magnetic fields have also been employed to improve the BCP ordering. The need of continuous
electrode contact for the process and significantly high BCP dielectric constant with risks of its
breakdown during the self-assembly limits the scalability in using electric field for alignment. For
magnetic force fields to be effective to drive the ordering, it requires the use of a specialized
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polymer or a superconducting magnetic field often produced by using NMR which makes the
process less attractive as compared to the economical alternatives 19. For its effectiveness and
affordability, most commonly employed DSA techniques in the semi-conductor industry include
chemoepitaxy37 and graphoepitaxy38-39.

Figure 1.3: Process schemes for a) graphoepitaxy and b) chemoepitaxy. Graphoepitaxy uses surface topography to
direct BCPs while chemoepitaxy use patterned substrate to direct.

Graphoepitaxy38-39 is another class of DSA that uses topography and surface roughness to direct
the self-assembly, most commonly employed for asymmetric BCPs with volume fractions close to
0.3 (figure 1.3a). The surface features and the substrate can also be chemically treated to provide
an additional driving force. The polymer in this case experiences entropic constraints arising from
the confinement of the topography. The resulting BCP morphology formed is of periodic arrays of
cylinders while the nano-lithographic pattern formed is called a ‘contact-hole’ (figure 1.4 a). The
contact hole cylinder template is used in the manufacture of integrated circuit micro-chips for the
flow of electrons using vertical interconnect access (via), physically connecting multiple or
adjacent layers. These via connect electrodes likes gates, sources, and drains of transistors for very
large-scale integration circuits and is considered one of the most difficult lithographic challenge.40
7

In the second chapter of this work we tackle this challenge by studying the formation of contact
hole patterns with graphoepitaxial DSA using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. We
start with a simple flat plate confinement with the bottom and top substrate attractive to the minor
phase at two confinement lengths. The results obtained in the flat plate study with the least and
highest confinement dimensions were used to design a topography of silica pillars with and without
a bottom substrate to form ordered cylindrical BCP arrays. The least and highest radial separation
between adjacent pillars are kept the same as the flat plate separations. A direct correlation was
observed in the number of continuous micro-domains of the maximum and minimum confinement
dimensions with the 17 σ and 42 σ flat plate trials. With the optimum chain length employed, the
surfaces with affinity to the minor phase can direct the BCP self-assembly to form ordered arrays
of minor phase cylinders. Design plots were thus generated for the experimentalists to know the
working regime in terms of the BCP molecular weight for a fixed BCP volume fractions and pillar
geometry and separation.
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Figure 1.4 a) Morphology of an ordered cylindrical arrays formed by asymmetric BCP. When the minor phase (red)
is etched off, the pattern so formed is a contact hole pattern. b) Morphology of ordered defect free lamellae. When
one of the phases is etched off, the morphology formed will be a line and space pattern

Chemoepitaxy16, 37 utilizes chemicals that have been carefully crafted on a relatively flat substrate
to direct the self -assembly. The chemical pattern is selective to one of the two phases which helps
in aligning the block copolymer domains. The morphology usually probed in this technique is
lamellae and the nano-lithographic pattern thus formed is called a line and space pattern. One of
the lamellae blocks is then etched away which serves as a pathway for the two-dimensional flow
of electrons in the manufacture of logic gates.

The most popular technique for this approach is DSA with LiNe41-42 flow (named after its inventors
Liu and Nealey). The current industry standard for the BCP is polystyrene-block-polymethyl
methacrylate (PS-b-PMMA). Using this technique, chemically patterned substrates can effectively
direct dense arrays of features with long-range order over wide areas. The BCP thin film is guided
using a part of a substrate that has chemical affinity towards one of the blocks. In figure 1.5, the
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PS-pinned region (PS mat) is coated with short chained PS brushes while the rest of the substrate
is coated with a random PS-b-PMMA brush (neutral layer

Figure 1.5 Schematic for Liu-Nealey flow and subsequent etching to form line and space patterns. Cartoon adapted
from Liu et. al41

The process starts with spin-coating a cross-linked PS mat to form a resist layer. This pattern is
subjected to an advanced lithographic technique like 193 nm immersion lithography or e-beam
lithography and subsequently etched to create a patterned substrate43. The pitch is of this patterning
is two to five times higher than what is desired from subsequent DSA. We can define a pattern
multiplication as half the number of BCP domains of minor and major phase that exists between
the patterning on the substrate. The system is further etched to expose some of the cross-linked
mat at the required location in breakthrough etch. This is followed by etching off the mat to trim
its height so that the dimensions and width of the patterning is as desired. The photoresist is then
stripped with a solvent and the space in between the polymer is spin coated with random polymer
brushes (PS-b-PMMA). These random brushes are about 12,000 gmol-1 for BCP of periods 28-30
nm. The system is then annealed, and excess brush is removed to form a LiNe flow chemically
patterned substrate. This substrate will possess some topography with the patterned line being at a
10

higher height than the surrounding neutral brush. A thin-film of BCP is then spin-coated to a
thickness of ~1.2L0 = 35 nm. It is important that the film thickness be atleast 1xL0 so as to prevent
formation of undesired structures. After the self-assembly if the structure form is void of any
defects, the minor phase is etched off using either a dry or a wet etch scheme. Dry etching is the
preferred method for line and space patterns to prevent any pattern collapse induced by solvents
during low solvent conditions post etching. Dry etching is most popularly carried out using an
Ar/O2 plasma while wet etching with acetic acids 44.

The line and space patterns formed are seldom smooth (figure 1.4b) as the BCPs have inherent
roughness due to the spread of its interfacial widths. The etching process can also contribute to
this roughness. This roughness is characterized as Line-Edge Roughness (LER)45-46 which is
defined as the 3 edge deviation from the average value. The International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) has identified sub 2nm Silicon LER values for the 14nm node currently
being explored with LiNe flow DSA. It is also crucial to note that the LER possess information
both in space and frequency domains. As seen in figure 1.6, two edges may have the same 3
magnitude of roughness but its response in the Fourier domain can be totally different with varying
contributions for the high and low frequency roughness. 47
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Figure 1.6: Power spectral density plots for two edge profiles with different low and high frequency contributions

High roughness values can lead to catastrophic failures of the transistor device. Rough edges lead
to hindrance of electron flows leading to discrepancies in the resistances and capacitances of the
device. Low frequency roughness leads to variation in line to line edges and high frequency
roughness leads to major failures due to in-line variation. Hence for possible future
commercialization of this technology it is crucial simulate, model and characterize the roughness
along with the high and low frequency contributions at various process stages.

In line with above stated goal, in chapter 3, we employ large-scale coarse-grained molecular
dynamics (CGMD) simulations to study the three-dimensional line edge roughness associated with
the line and space patterns of chemo-epitaxially directed symmetric BCPs. The diblock copolymer
(BCP) chain length and interaction parameters are validated with experimental BCP period, L0 and
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corresponding molecular weight. Two types of substrate geometries are studied in the simulations:
a) flat and b) substrate with topography. Defect-free lamellae are formed for the two geometries
after which the system is quenched below the glass transition before selectively wet-etching off
one of the BCP phases. Three types of etching solvent and its effect of the resist domain
morphology post-etch is studied. The Line Edge Roughness of the polymer domains is evaluated
over three process stages: anneal, pre-etch and post-etch in presence of a selective solvent. Power
spectral density plots are then generated to elucidate the contribution of low and high frequency
roughness for the three process stages. Finally, we show that the roughness values obtained from
the simulations are in close agreement with the experimental SEM images. The SEM images are
also analyzed to obtain the roughness exponent and correlation length inherent to the process and
the BCP.

In Chapter 4, a dry-etching schematic is explored in detail. This etching process would be closer
to the experimental trials and the subsequent comparison would also be more precise. The model
followed captures ion-bombardment which is the dominant mechanism followed by Ar plasma
based etches. Although the most popular etch remains Ar/O 2 dry etch, the amount of O2 radicals
in the system remains around 10%. Thus, the reactive-ion etching mechanism followed by O2
radicals will be superseded by the ion-bombardment etching. Future improvements are expected
to this model that captures reactive-ion etching as well as resist cross-linking. For the current
model, a multi-stage LER evaluation is performed just as in chapter 3 in both space and frequency
domains.

LER remains one of the two major holdups for possible high-volume manufacturing, the other
being high defectivity. Defective nanopatterns in most cases cannot be used for further pattern
13

transfer to the Silicon. These defects are not the lowest free energy state but a kinetically trapped
metastable state. If we wait, for infinite time, the defects will eventually annihilate itself. But the
more time we anneal the system, lower will be the throughput and higher will be cost of the
process. Hence it is crucial to explore the simulation parameter space and offer useful insights to
the manufacturer to attempt those trials with lowest probability to form defects.

In Chapter 5, the BCP formulation is varied and its effect on Line-Edge Roughness as well as
defectivity is studied. Formulation variation include: employing BCP blends, replacing fraction of
BCP chains with homopolymers and addition of oligomeric additives. The defective trials. their
response and possible annihilation via dry-etching is also analyzed in this chapter.

Lastly, efforts to model the materials and processes for the next-generation lithographic techniques
is studied. These include preliminary results for oligomers for self-assembled monolayer
nanopatterns and chemically amplified resists for extreme ultraviolet lithography.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGNING AN ORDERED TEMPLATE OF CYLINDRICAL ARRAYS BASED ON A
SIMPLE FLAT PLATE CONFINEMENT OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS: A COARSEGRAINED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY

2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we study the self-assembly of asymmetric di-block copolymers of volume fractions
close to 0.3 under three different confinements using a coarse-grained molecular dynamics
(CGMD) framework. Firstly, we study the effect of topography imposed by a simple flat plate
confinement. Two plate separation distances were chosen corresponding to two different
confinement effect experienced by the BCP. Smaller the separation, higher was the entropic
penalty imposed by the system. Trials were performed by varying the polymer and surface
properties to explore the various morphologies formed by the flat plate template. The results
obtained by this template were used to design the second geometry using ordered silica pillars to
form a template of cylindrical BCP arrays.

The two plate separations employed in the flat plate template were used as the least and highest
separation of the adjacent pillars along the line joining its centers. (Figure 2.1) Along with the
confinement effect, this geometry imposes an added complexity caused by the curvature of the
pillars. Thirdly, the effect of addition of a bottom substrate on which the pillars rest was studied.
The substrate offers an additional confinement effect in the direction perpendicular to that imposed
by the pillars, thus further constricting the BCP movement.
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As the main application of these templates is to form ‘contact-hole’ lithographic patterns, we desire
to form minor phase cylinders with no micro-bridging between the minor phase domains, with
uniformity across the radial and axial directions. The uniformly formed, ordered minor phase
cylinders has ease in post processing. The pattern formed by the system is used as a polymer-mask
with the major phase acting as a photo-resist while the minor phase is etched away forming the
hollow cylinder electron pathway used to guide electrons. The guided pattern forms the primary
matrix to be used in the manufacture of transistors and other micro-electronic devices. Defect like
micro-bridging, or disclination and dislocation defects observed in line-spaced patterns leads to
broken symmetry and cannot be used for further post-processing. Thermodynamically, the microbridged state is not considered the least free energy state of the system but a kinetically trapped
meta-stable state. If one waits for infinite time, the defects can be annihilated, but this luxury is
not available in an industrial setting. It is understandable that the manufacturer seeks to achieve a
defect free optimal structure with least annealing time for high throughput and economic benefits.
Simulations are thus especially useful to elucidate the formation of these meta-stable state and the
parameters that increases the rate of the self-assembly. The scope of this study is limited to the
pattern formation and understanding the fundamental aspects of the BCP self-assembly.

Apart from a few sparse Molecular Dynamics studies 1,2 of BCP self-assembly, most of the
simulation work studying BCP morphology formation for nano-lithographic applications use a
self-consistent field theory3 or a field-theoretic framework4. Huinink et. Al5 employ a dynamic
density functional theory approach to study the effect selective surfaces have on the morphology
of asymmetric cylinder forming di-BCPs. The authors show that the interaction strength of the
surfaces with the BCPs and the film thickness greatly affect the morphology as well as the stability
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of the corresponding phases. In an earlier publication6, the same authors have used a similar
approach to generate comprehensive phase diagrams for thin films that predicted phases such as
parallel cylinders, perpendicular cylinders, parallel lamellae and parallel perforated lamellae for a
BCP that forms hexagonally packed cylinder in the bulk. In another recent work by Nikoubashman
et al.7, a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) framework is used to effectively study the selfassembly of cylinder forming PS-PHMA like BCP thin films by varying parameters like block
compositions, film thickness among others with close agreements to experiments. Nikoubashman
and co-workers8 have also studied directed self-assembly of cylinder forming PS-PHMA using
theoretically informed coarse-grained simulations technique9 in conjunction with DPD. The
domains in the BCP thin-films were aligned using shear and thus the hydrodynamic interactions
considered by the DPD framework was important for accurate comparison with experiments.

There has also been some early theoretical work carried out by Turner 10 and later followed by
Walton and co-workers11 studying the morphology formed by lamellae forming symmetric BCP
confined between two biased infinite plates. The plate separations were kept at either odd or even
multiples of the bulk equilibrium lamellar period and prediction via free energy models were made
for ‘horizontal symmetric’ or horizontal anti-symmetric’ morphologies. Other works about
asymmetric cylinder forming block copolymers confined between flat surfaces include a
comprehensive study by Wang et al12 using Monte Carlo simulations. The authors study the effect
of various surface-BCP interactions for different plate separations as a function of the pitch of the
bulk hexagonal cylinders for the BCP. The morphologies observed include perpendicular
cylinders, parallel cylinders, mixed cylinders as well as non-cylindrical structures like lamellae
and perforated lamellae (for minor phase selective surfaces).
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The current study uses large scale molecular dynamics that matches the device dimensions
adopting simple length scale arguments from flat plate confinement studies to predict the more
intricate geometry formation of ordered pillars template.
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2.2

MODEL AND METHODS

2.2.1

Model details

The polymer studied in this paper is an asymmetric A-B type di-block copolymer with A being the
minor

phase.

The

most

popular

BCP

employed

in

DSA

is

Polystyrene-block-

polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) and the adopted model takes this into consideration. In a
coarse-grained framework, the typical strategy used is reducing the degrees of freedom with some
loss in microscopic structural characteristics of the system without restricting the length scale
probed. The methodology followed for coarse graining in this work is similar to the one studied
by Chremos et al.13 The block copolymers are modeled as bead-spring particles and the constituent
Kuhn segments are mapped to a typical Lennard-Jones particle. The monomer size (σ) is
considered to be 1.8 nm which is the theoretical Kuhn length of styrene. This corresponds to 5.4
molecules of styrene in 1 coarse grained styrene bead. If we apply the constraint that the volume
occupied by both type of beads to be equal, it would correspond 5.8 molecules of methyl
methacrylate (MMA) in a coarse-grained bead. This approximation is justified as the Kuhn lengths
of MMA and styrene are quite alike. Similar coarse-graining can be applied to other BCP pairs by
equating the coarse-grained molar volume. The extent of coarsening of the methodology allows to
explore length scales close to the actual device dimensions without compromising on the box size.
As the size of each monomer bead is comparable to the Kuhn segment, the loss in degrees of
freedom due to the angles and dihedrals is minimum. A variety of chain lengths from N10 to N120
have been studied depending on the confinement geometry. The volume fraction of the minor
phase is close to 0.3 (varies from 0.25 to 0.35).
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Within a polymer chain, the neighboring atoms are joined by a bond which is essentially a beadspring arrangement. The spring constant, K was considered to be 30 εσ -2 while the maximum
extensibility, Rmax was fixed at 1.5σ 14.
1

2
𝑈𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑒 (𝑟) = − 2 𝐾 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑙𝑛 [1 − (𝑅

2

𝑟

𝑚𝑎𝑥

) ]

equation-2.1

Monomers of each block in the polymeric chain are given the purely repulsive Weeks-ChandlerAnderson (WCA) potential which account for the excluded volume interactions 15. This is
1

essentially a shifted 12-6 Lennard-Jones force field which is terminated at 26 σ, truncating its
attractive portion.
𝜎 12

4𝜀 [( 𝑟 )

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝑟) = {
0,

𝜎 6

− (𝑟) ] ,

1

𝑟  26 𝜎

1
6

equation-2.2

𝑟>2 σ

Here 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝 is the repulsive potential, 𝑟, is the separation between the centers of mass of two beads
and 𝜀 is the Lennard-Jones interaction parameter.

The like monomer groups are provided with a modified form of 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential,
𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡 with a GROMACS style correction for the tail such that the energy smoothens out to zero at
the cutoff radius (rc). The tail correction, 𝑆𝐿𝐽 is applied for 𝑟1 = 1.9149 σ to the cut-off radius 𝑟𝑐 of
2.5σ where it becomes zero.
𝜎 12

𝜎 6

4𝜀 [( 𝑟 ) − ( 𝑟 ) ] + 𝑆𝐿𝐽 (𝑟)
𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡 (𝑟) = {
0, 𝑟 > 𝑟𝑐
𝐶, 𝑟 < 𝑟1
𝑏
𝑆𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) = { 𝑎
(𝑟 − 𝑟1 )3 + (𝑟 − 𝑟1 )4 + 𝐶,
3
4
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𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

𝑟1 < 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

equation-2.3

Surface beads that are attractive to polymer beads have pair interactions described as 𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡 (𝑟) while
the repulsive interactions between the surfaces and the polymer follows the 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝑟) force field.
The default interaction of the surfaces is attractive to the minor phase and repulsive to the major
phase. The surface-polymer interaction strength 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 and 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 is a variable with a default energy
value of 1.0 𝑘𝑏 𝑇. The distinct types of interactions have been summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 : Types of long-range pairwise potential interactions

Pair interactions

Explanation of pair potential

B-B ; A-B ; Surface-A

Lennard-Jones, Gromacs tail correction: r =
1.9149σ to 2.5σ ; cutoff at 2.5σ

A-B ; Surface-B

Weeks-Chandler-Anderson; cutoff at 21/6σ

Surface bead-Surface bead

Frozen state – no interactions

2.2.2

Thermostat

The thermostat used in this study is dissipative particle dynamics thermostat. The technique was
first introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman essentially introducing hydrodynamic behavior in
meso-scale simulations16, 17. As the thermostat effectively conserves momentum (local and global)
and offers Galilean invariance, it has been popularly used to study soft matter MD systems 18.
Soddemann, et al.19 has systematically studied the effectiveness of the DPD thermostat
highlighting its universality with respect to the pair potential employed (in particular repulsive LJ
interactions) and accurate representation of the hydrodynamic correlations among others.
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When using a DPD thermostat, the pairwise interaction is equal to the non-conservative portion of
a DPD force field. The force on bead i due to bead j is given as a sum of the following terms:
𝑓⃗ = (𝐹 𝐷 + 𝐹 𝑅 )𝑟⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑖𝑗

𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

𝐹 𝐷 = −𝛾𝜔2 (𝑟)(𝑟⃗⃗⃗⃗.
𝑣𝑖𝑗 )
𝑖𝑗 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
1

𝐹 𝑅 = 𝑠𝜔(𝑟)𝛼(𝛥𝑡)−2
𝜔(𝑟) = 1 −

𝑟
𝑟𝐶

𝑠 = √2𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝛾

- equations (2.4-2.8)

Here 𝐹 𝐷 is the dissipative force (acts as heat source) and 𝐹 𝑅 is the random force (acts as a heat
drain), 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is a unit vector joining bead i and bead j, 𝑣𝑖𝑗 is the vector difference in velocities of the
two beads, T is the temperature parameter in simulation and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant. α is a
random number generated from a space of Gaussian numbers with mean at zero and variance (s)
equal to unity. Δt is the time step size associated with each iteration. ω(r) is a weighing function
whose value is 1 for all r < rc (cut off radius) or zero otherwise.
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2.2.3

Confinement Templates

Figure 2.1: Geometric templates that confine the BCP. a) Flat plate geometry. The dimensions of the plates are 120σ
X 120σ X 3σ. b) xy projections of the simulation box for the pillars geometry. The height of the pillars is 62.107σ. A
bottom substrate like a) adds an additional confinement in the third type of geometry.

As mentioned in the introduction, the BCP morphology formed is studied under three types of
confinement. In the first template the BCP chains are confined between two flat plates (Figure
2.1a). Both the bottom and top substrate are biased attractive to the minor phase. The geometry
has no topological features. The plate separation is fixed at 17σ (~30 nm) and 42σ (75.6 nm)
corresponding to two levels of confinements experienced by the BCP. For the higher plate
separation, we expect more fraction of the BCP to be present in the bulk as compared to the lower
plate separation. The simulation box is periodic in x y direction and is fixed in the z direction
(confinement dimension). The trials have probed long chain BCPs and for such chain lengths
employed it is essential that the box size is sufficiently large in the non-confined periodic
dimension. Using smaller box sizes, a BCP bead from one end of a chain that escapes from one
side of a periodic boundary could interact with the beads from the other end of the same chain
leading to erroneous results. As the longest chain probed are N120 for 17σ confinement and N80
for 42σ confinement, the default box dimension in the periodic x y direction was chosen to be 120σ
× 120σ and 100σ × 100σ for 17σ and 42σ, respectively to ensure that one end of a fully stretched
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chain does not interact with the other end owing to the limitations of the box size in the periodic
conditions.

The second geometric template probed is that of ordered pillars which serve as a topographic
feature and direct the BCP (Figure 2.1b). The BCP is confined in the region between the pillars in
a simulation box periodic in all directions. Such pillars are generally made of Silica which may or
may not be chemically treated. We assume that the minor phase, A has higher affinity towards the
pillars. An experimental analogy being that of PMMA, that has higher affinity towards untreated
as compared to PS. Hence justifiably, we employ an attractive form of LJ potentials (Eq. 2.3) for
the pillar-minor phase interaction and a WCA potential (Eq. 2.2) for pillar-major phase
interactions. Silica being a refractory material does not show any form of deformation at the
prevailing experimental annealing conditions. The default dimensions chosen for the pillars are
44.44σ (80 nm) in diameter and about 62.107σ (~112 nm) in height with the surface bead size
being the same as the BCP bead size (σ = 1.8 nm). The pillar diameter and pitch chosen in this
study are quite similar to what one would encounter in the micro-electronics industry and well
within the lithographic manufacturing capabilities to generate the pillars. The results obtained from
the flat plate geometry studies have been used to design this lithographic template in a bid to form
periodic arrays of minor phase cylinders. Accordingly, to have close resemblance to the flat plate
confinement trials, the least and highest radial separation between adjacent pillars along the line
joining the centers of the pillars has been fixed at 17σ and 42σ, respectively. The confinement
effect experienced by the polymer will be governed by its location with respect to the least and
highest radial pillar separation lengths as well as its collective domain size. The domain size can
be related to the radius of gyration (Rg) of the polymer, analytically calculated as < 𝑅𝑔2 > =
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𝑏2 𝑁⁄ for an ideal homopolymer chain20. Here b is the Kuhn length which is equal to our
6
monomer bead size of 1σ (1.8 nm) and N is the chain length. Thus, polymers with higher chain
lengths situated close to the least radial pillar separation are expected to experience higher
confinement effects as compared to lower chain lengths situated by the highest radial pillar
separations.

Along with the curvature-confinement effects of the pillars, an added complexity of a bottom
substrate is introduced in the third geometric template analyzed. This bottom substrate can be
thought of as a silicon base on which the silica pillars rest. Silicon, like silica has higher affinity
towards PMMA and similar surface-BCP interaction are employed for the bottom substrate and
pillars. An identical but neutral substrate bounds the box in the upper z direction. The box for this
case is periodic in x y direction and fixed in the z direction. All surfaces are three layers thick with
a thickness of 3σ (5.4 nm). The surface beads are hexagonally closed packed with the separation
between the centers of any two beads in the same layer equal to the monomer bead size σ. The
comparison of the parameters used for different geometries has been made in Table 2.2.
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2.2.4

Simulation Details

The initial co-ordinates of the BCP, substrate, and pillar beads were generated using MATLAB®
such that the overall BCP site density is maintained 0.85 in the confined volume. This initial state
of the system is highly biased with many of the beads in close proximity to one another. To rectify
this bias, the system was first warmed with soft cosine potentials. This was followed by an
equilibration run using non-selective Lenard-Jones potential for all pairwise interactions according
to equation 2.3 for at least 1 million steps. The interaction between the pillar beads and substrate
beads were frozen and set to zero to increase the computational efficiency. This ensures that the
non-BCP beads remain stationary. The conditions of constant number of beads and simulation box
size and the employed DPD thermostat produces an NVT ensemble. Thereafter, selective pairwise
interactions were switched on and the simulations are run for sufficiently long time such that unit
variables like pressure, potential energy, total energy remained constant within the fluctuation
limits. For some trials that showed micro-bridging defects (kinetically trapped), the simulations
had to be run for considerably higher amount of time to annihilate the defects. The comparison of
the morphology for various parameters for each confinement is either made at the equilibrium state
or for the same number of time-step providing useful kinetic evolution data. A timestep of 0.01
was employed for trials. These simulations have been carried out using LAMMPS21-22 and the
morphology was visualized with VMD23. The χN values have been calculated using a modified
form of the equation adopted by Horsch, et al24 as the chain lengths employed in this study is
significantly higher as compared to Horsch et. al’s work.
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Table 2.2: Parameters for the confinement studies

Simulation

Flat plate trails

Parameter

Flat plate trails

Pillars template

Pillars template

(17 σ confinement) (42 σ confinement)

(no substrate)

(with substrate)

Site density

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

Bead diameter

1 σ = 1.8 nm

1 σ = 1.8 nm

1 σ = 1.8 nm

1 σ = 1.8 nm

Polymer

10, 20 , 40, 60, 80,

10, 20, 40, 60, 80

10, 20 , 30 , 40 , 60

20, 40, 60

aspect ratio, N

120

Minor phase

0.30, 0.35

0.30, 0.35

0.25, 0.30, 0.35

0.25, 0.30, 0.35

Temperature

1.22

1.22

1.22

1.22

Box size

120σ × 120σ ×

100σ × 100σ ×

62.107σ × 62.107σ

62.107σ × 62.107σ

20.5σ

45.5σ

× 62.107σ

× 64.107σ

295682

418002

168920

190926

208080

357000

118080

116400

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

(surface,
BCP)

Volume
fraction

Total number
of beads
Number of
BCP beads
Timestep
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2.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

2.3.1

Self-assembly under periodic conditions

Figure 2.2: a) Phase diagram for a A-B type block copolymer. Black solid lines are the reconstructed phase-diagram
as predicted by Bates and Matsen. Red dash lines represent the reconstructed phase boundaries by BD and MD work
by Horsch et al. Blue dotted lines represent the predicted phase boundaries in this study with the current study. The
black diamonds are the simulated points. Some sample phases observed include a) hexagonally packed cylinders b)
perforated lamellae and c) lamellae

To authenticate the model employed, we first studied the morphology formed by the BCP under
periodic conditions. The results obtained are consolidated in the bulk (χN) eff vs fA phase diagram
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in figure 2.2a. Matsen and Bates25 has demonstrated the dependency of these factors on the type
of BCP morphology formed for infinite length polymer chains (black lines, figure 2.2a). Phases
observed in this study included L-lamellar, H-hexagonal cylinders, 𝑄𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑 (bi-continuous 𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑
cubic), 𝑄𝐼𝑚3̅𝑚 (bcc spheres), CPS - close packed spheres and disordered (formed below (χN) ODT).
These BCP morphologies have subsequently been predicted using molecular dynamics (MD) and
hard Brownian dynamics (BD) by Horsch et al24. (red dash lines, figure 2.2a) showing some
deviation in the predicted phase boundaries as compared to the earlier work which can be attributed
to fluctuation effects. We have tested our model for a wide variety of chain lengths from 5N to
60N, at two different temperatures (0.695, 1.22) to get χN values ranging from below the (χN)ODT
to > 200. Some of these values estimated correspond to high-χ BCPs that has gained considerable
interests recently owing to their high degree of phase separation, low interfacial AB block widths
and thus lower line-edge roughness values26. Horsch et al, employ a Rg scaling of Rg ~ Nv to
estimate the MD χN values, where the scaling parameter v was estimated to be 0.69 for N5 to N10.
For the higher chain lengths employed in this study we have found the scaling parameter to be
0.63 for both perforated lamellae forming fA =0.30 and lamellae forming fA =0.50. Chain lengths
higher than N60 required a much bigger simulation box to prevent box size effects, that would be
computationally expensive. Using the new Rg scaling, the following modified form of (χN) eff
correlation has been derived and used to generate the phase diagram in figure 2.2a (blue dotted
lines). More details can be found in the supplementary information document.

(𝜒𝑁)𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≈

[(9.48±0.11)𝜀⁄𝑘𝑇 −0.09]𝑁
1+3.9𝑁−0.59
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- equation 2.9

For the chain lengths attempted, the phase diagram is in good agreement to the one predicted by
Horsh et al. For the three minor phase volume fractions of interest, away from the ODT line, 0.3
showed PL phase for both the studies. Horsch et al do not have simulated points for fA = 0.35, but
the predicted phase boundaries show L morphology, in agreement with the current work especially
for high χN values. The main distinction arises for fA = 0.25 wherein Horsch et. al predicts a
cylinder morphology while this study shows a PL morphology especially at higher chain lengths.
The minor distinction may be because Horsch and co-authors predominantly use hard BD
framework along with some MD trials to estimate the phase boundary while we only use CGMD
for this work.

2.3.2

Flat Plate Study

Plate separation of 17σ
These trials have both the substrates attractive to the minor phase as defined in Eq. 2.3. The
reaction co-ordinate chosen here is the degree of polymerization, N. The surface-BCP interaction
potential strength, 𝜀𝑆−𝐵𝐶𝑃 is 1.0. For volume fractions = 0.30 (figure 2.3), chain lengths  N20,
shows a continuous minor phase three-domain sandwich structure with alternating continuous
major phase domains in between the minor phases. Two of the minor phase layers coat the surface
while the third domain is seen formed in the bulk central region. Multiple layers of minor phase
are present in the domains that coat the surface. The concentration plots show three peaks per
surface, with the peak closest to the surface having the highest concentration. It is also noted that
N10 has a higher concentration in the central domain as compared to N20. The frustration
experienced by N10 is lower than that experienced by N20 for the confinement of 17σ. Thus, due
to the lower entropic penalty imposed, a fraction of the minor phase beads self-assembles in the
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central domains. For N20, the entropic penalty is higher than that experienced by N10 but not high
enough to eliminate the central minor phase domain. It is also important to note that the middle
domain layer although is thicker for N20, perforations are observed in the lamellae causing it to
have a lower concentration as compared to N10 which is agreement to its bulk behavior. Beyond
N20, the morphology formed is a continuous two-domain sandwich structure. Higher chain lengths
(N20 ) form thicker coatings on the surfaces and all the minor phase beads are utilized in coating
the surfaces. These trials show that the BCP has a critical molecular weight to form a morphology
with the least number of continuous micro-domains (two) for a given confinement. Such multilayered lamellar formation for BCPs confined between two surfaces attractive to the minor phase
has been reported in other SCFT and Monte-Carlo studies.3,5,6,12
More insights are gained by the polymer chain statistics (table 3). The chains show a lower value
for Rg in the confinement as compared to bulk. This value significantly deviates from its bulk Rg
as the chain length increases, thus indicating more constriction for higher N. It is also observed
that the z component of the end-to-end vector, <Rz> has a higher magnitude than x y signifying
that the chains prefer to align itself parallel to the confinement dimension. For lower N, <Rz>
increases with N but beyond the transition from N20-N40 the value remains more or less the same
with the increase in size being compensated by higher <Rx> and <Ry>.

If we increase the volume fractions to 0.35, the transition from the continuous three domain
sandwich to a two-domain structure also occurs at N20-N40, but the middle minor phase domain
for N20 has a much lower concentration as compared to the lower volume fraction trials (refer S.I).
As these trials have a lower major phase concentration, the effective screening effect caused by
the major phase shielding the bulk minor phase domains from the surface domains is lower. Hence
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the middle domains get redistributed among the two surface domains leading to the observed
geometry.

The next set of trials performed were to study the effect of the strength of interaction potential of
the surfaces with the BCPs for a finite annealing time of 2.5 million steps. Experimentally, this
can be thought of as treating the surfaces with specific reactive ligands that differ in their
interaction with the BCP phases. The strength of these interactions can be varied by the type of the
ligands as well as by their surface density. The first set of trials were performed for N20 and N40
– the chain length transition at minor phase volume fraction 0.3. Figure 2.4c shows the surfacepolymer interaction phase space, 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 and 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 for N20. While trials for N40 showed only threedomain structure irrespective of the surface-polymer interaction strengths for the values attempted,
N20 showed a strong dependence on 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 and 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 .

Table 2.3: Polymer chain statistics for 17 σ confinement. <Rx>, <Ry>, <Rz> are the average x y z component of the
end-to-end vector for the chains. <R> is the average end-to-end vector. <Rg> is the radius of gyration

Chain

<Rx>

<Ry>

<Rz>

<R>

<Rg>

<Rg>bulk

N10

1.50

1.49

3.13

4.12

1.65

1.74

N20

2.64

2.63

4.00

6.25

2.53

2.69

N40

3.54

3.54

6.13

8.70

3.63

4.17

N60

4.58

4.51

6.30

10.04

4.30

5.38

N80

5.34

5.34

6.47

11.21

4.84

6.45

N120

6.16

6.55

6.82

13.09

5.75

8.33

length
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Figure 2.3 : a) Morphology formed for flat plate – 17 σ confinement trials at minor phase volume fraction of 0.3. A
transition from three-domain structure to a two-domain structure is observed at N20-N40. b) Concentration plots for
a).
Note: Only minor phase of the BCP is seen, major phase has been hidden for clarity in a).

For 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 > 0.5, a three-domain structure was formed for the values of 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 attempted. For stronger
surface-A interactions, we expect a smoother coating on the surfaces. B covalently bonded to the
coated minor phase in turn is able to screen the A from the bulk, thus restricting it to the middle
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region forming the continuous three domain morphology. For 𝜀𝑆−𝐴  0.5, sufficiently high values
of 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 form a two-domain structure. Lower values of 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 lead to poorer coating, thus for
effective screening of the bulk minor phase, the major phase covalently bonded to the surface
requires a higher repulsive potential. If this repulsive potential is not high enough, anomalies in
the form micro-bridging and diminutive middle domain (blob) are observed.

The significance of the minor phase coating and the screening offered by major phase is further
strengthened by the trials seen in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4a have trials performed at a constant,
relatively low 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 value of 0.1, while 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 is varied. As the surface-B interaction strengths is
increased from 0.9 to 1.5, the micro-bridging between the two surface minor phase domains is
reduced. Stronger repulsion between the surface and B that is covalently bonded with the surface
A leads to disruption of the micro-bridges as more B is moved to the bulk. It is noteworthy here
that the micro-bridge morphology is not the least free energy state of the system. Since the
morphology comparison is at the same time, the observation sheds light on the effect of surfaceBCP interaction strength on the kinetics of the BCP self-assembly. Figure 2.4b, show trials at
constant 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 value of 1.0 while the 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 is varied. As stated earlier, higher 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 values lead to
smoother coating and in turn more effective A screening effect leading to a continuous middle
minor phase domain. Hence increasing the 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 values transitions the morphology from twodomain to three-domain structure.
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Figure 2.4: BCP-surface interaction pairwise potential phase-space for 17 σ confinement after 2.5 million timesteps.
a) 𝜀S-B at constant 𝜀𝑆−A = 0.1 and b) 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 at constant 𝜀𝑆−B = 1.0. c) shows the phase-diagram at the current annealing
time. A blob refers to a minuscule middle layer, not large enough to be termed a three-domain morphology.
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Plate separation of 42 σ
These trials are similar to the 17 σ trials but with increased plate separation of 42 σ (~ 75 nm). As
the plate separation in these trials is more, the confinement effect imposed by the surfaces is not
as dominant. As observed in figure 2.5a, for lower chain lengths, N10 and N20 the thickness of the
minor phase coating on the surface is much lesser as compared to the longer chain lengths – N40
and N60. The number of continuous minor phase domains including those on the surfaces
decreases from six for N10 to four for N20 and three each for N40 and N60. We can thus consider
N40 to be the critical chain length, where we observe a transition from a multi-domain to a threedomain morphology. N60 also form a three-domain structure but with some distinctive differences
as evident from the concentration plots in figure 2.5b.

The middle domain is thicker for N60 as compared to N40 as observed in the wider spread for the
concentration dome. This thicker domain has more perforation in order to conserve the total
number of beads for the two chain lengths. The screening effect of the B phase is inadequate for
the chain length N60 leading to a certain degree of micro-bridging between the independent minor
phase domains. The micro-bridging is kinetically trapped and was not annihilated even after
annealing for 3 million steps more than the N40 trials. Similar observations were made for N80
trials (not seen in figure 2.5). It is expected that further increase in the BCP molecular weight will
increase the surface BCP thickness as well as the middle domain thickness along with the
perforations and micro-bridging. There will be a higher critical chain length at which the degree
of confinement experienced will be strong enough for the middle domain to be absolved by the
surface domains. This hypothesis has been observed for trials performed for plate separation of 30
σ in which the average middle layer thickness for the three-domain morphology is reduced in
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thickness from N40 to N60, and then to N80, eventually disappearing and forming a two-domain
morphology for N120. The chain-statistics analysis (table 2.4) shows a lower value for Rg for all
chain lengths as compared to its bulk values, but this reduction in values is not as stark as in the
case of 17 σ confinement. The higher z component of the end-to-end vector also shows a bias for
the chains to align parallel to the confinement dimension.

Figure 2.5: Morphology formed for flat plate – 42 σ confinement trials at minor phase volume fraction of 0.3. The
number of micro-domains reduces with increase in N. b) Concentration plot for a). Note: Major phase, PS has been
hidden for clarity
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Table 2.4: Polymer chain statistics for 42 σ confinement. <Rx>, <Ry>, <Rz> are the average x y z component of the
end-to-end vector for the chains. <R> is the average end-to-end vector. <Rg> is the radius of gyration

Chain

<Rx>

<Ry>

<Rz>

<R>

<Rg>

<Rg>bulk

N10

1.62

1.62

3.01

4.19

1.66

1.74

N20

2.34

2.35

5.35

6.84

2.67

2.69

N40

3.66

3.71

7.82

10.23

4.04

4.17

N60

5.60

5.11

7.43

12.06

4.86

5.38

length

2.3.3

Confinement using silica pillars with no substrate

One of the major findings of the previous geometry studied was that the morphology formed by
the BCPs is dependent on the degree of polymerization N. This dependency can be accentuated in
a confined system where the confinement dimensions are of the same order as the polymer chain
length. There lies a critical chain length (N40) for which we see a transition from three-domain
morphology to a two-domain morphology for the flat plate separation of 17 σ. Similarly, another
transition from a multi-domain (> 3) structure to a three-domain structure was observed at the same
critical chain length for the plate separation of 42 σ. For the length scale arguments to hold true, it
was hypothesized that the ordered pillars template should also show a similar critical chain length
transition as the BCP in this geometry is confined by surfaces separated between 17 σ (least
separation, highest confinement) and 42 σ (highest separation, lowest confinement).
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Figure 2.6: Minor phase density plots for BCP with a minor phase volume fraction of 0.3 under ordered pillars
confinement. A part of the minor phase is seen deposited on the curved pillar surface while the rest remains in the
bulk forming the characteristic morphology. The 3D representation of the minor phase pillars for N40 is also seen.

Effect of chain length and temperature
We employ chain lengths of N10, N20, N30, N40 and N60 and a minor phase volume fraction of
0.3. The pillars being attractive to the minor phase draw the minor phase beads to its surface. As
seen in the density plots of the B phase (figure 2.6), an increase in the chain length, N leads to
thicker deposition of the minor phase on the surfaces. N10 and N20 show bi-layer deposition of
the beads while N30, N40, and N60 show a tri-layer deposition. The first layer that is in direct
contact with the surfaces has the highest density which fades away for the layers following. For
lower chain lengths (N10, N20), the morphology formed is a curved perforated lamella. The degree
of perforation is higher for N20 as compared to N10. This can be attributed to the fact that longer
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chains show more segregation, thus forming larger minor phase micro-domains. To accommodate
for this local increase in the minor phase size, there is a depletion in the minor phase concentration
in some places leading to the perforated morphology. As the deposition on the surfaces gets thicker
(with N), the minor phase concentration in the bulk decreases. A transition is observed around N30
where the morphology shifts from curved perforated lamellae to cylinders. To minimize its free
energy, with the available minor phase excluding the one on the surfaces, the BCP tries to microphase separate to minor phase cylinders that are about 20σ in diameter at these chain lengths. N40
is the optimum chain length for the parameters used in these set of trials wherein the fractional
concentration of minor phase on the pillar surfaces is ideal (~ 0.75). The rest of the minor phase
in the bulk form the cylinders and show long range order with complete formation along the pillar
height that can be replicated to form the templated cylindrical arrays.

Increase in chain length from N40 to N60 leads to micro-bridging between the minor phase
deposited on the surfaces and the bulk cylinders leading to defect formation for the annealing
duration (2.5 million steps). For the confinement lengths in the template, the aspect ratios of N60
chains exceeds the highest separation of 42 σ. The chains in this arrangement are frustrated and
are unable to explore its entire energetic phase space. It is important to note that this micro-bridged
state may not be its lowest free energy state, but a kinetically trapped meta-stable state. Free energy
studies would be required to come to an appropriate conclusion in this regard.

Another crucial point here is that the minor phase A, consumed in coating the surfaces should not
be regarded as a surplus of material. A on the surface is covalently bonded with the major phase,
B. As B has an attractive interaction with other B beads, it attracts the major phase from the bulk.
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This bulk B is covalently bonded with the bulk minor phase, A. As the bulk minor phase segregates
to form the cylinders, a double screening layer of surface and bulk B chains is formed which not
only drives the self-assembly but also prevent micro-bridging between the bulk and surface minor
phase. The screening offered by the major phase is more effective for N40, but for N60 the higher
entropic constraints overcome this screening.

Perturbation in BCP volume fraction
As observed in the last section, the amount of the minor phase beads on the surface and the bulk
plays a crucial role in the type of morphology formed. A thicker surface deposition leads to scarcity
of the minor phase in the bulk. A way to rectify this scarcity is to increase the minor phase
concentration in a BCP chain. A shortcoming of increasing the volume fraction is the increase in
probability for micro-bridging to be observed. Trials were performed at three degrees of
polymerization corresponding to N20, N40 and N60 and minor phase volume fractions of 0.25,
0.30 and 0.35.

The trend of increased thickness of minor phase beads on the pillar surfaces with increase in N is
seen for the three volume fractions attempted (figure 2.7). For lower chain lengths like N20, the
same qualitative morphology of perforated curved lamellae is observed for the different volume
fractions (figure 2.9 a, b and c). There is an increase in domain size (lesser number of individual
domains) seen as the volume fraction is increased from 0.25 to 0.3 and 0.35. The main distinction
in the three volume fractions and chain lengths attempted comes at the advent of the cylinder
morphology. For volume fraction 0.25, the cylinder morphology is formed at N60 (figure 2.9 aN60) as compared to N40 for volume fraction 0.3 (figure 2.9 b-N40) and 0.35 (figure 2.9 c-N40).
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Higher volume fraction seems to favor micro-bridging between the minor phase beads on the pillar
surface and the bulk for the prevailing annealing time of 2.5 million steps as evident in trials for
volume fraction 0.3-N60 and volume fraction 0.35-N40, N60.

Figure 2.7: Minor phase density plots for three volume fractions: a) 0.25 b) 0.3 and c) 0.35. d) and e) show the effect
of volume fraction on the fraction of the total minor phase beads and number of minor phase beads on the pillar
surface respectively. The annealing time is 2.5 million timesteps.
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These trials support the argument that the minor phase beads that are consumed to coat the pillar
surfaces is replenished by adding more of the minor phase to the bulk (increasing minor phase
volume fraction). This addition leads to a local surplus of the minor phase beads leading to microbridging at some points along the pillar height as the B phase screening effect is now inadequate
for the prevailing concentrations. Another interesting observation made in these trials is the
distribution of minor phase beads between the bulk and the surface for the volume fractions
attempted. As the volume fraction increases from 0.25 to 0.30 and 0.35, the fraction of minor phase
that prefers to coat the surfaces increases. Consequently, for the same chain lengths, increasing the
minor phase volume fraction will favor lesser amount of minor phase in the bulk. Figure 2.9e also
show that for a proportional increase in the number of minor phase beads from volume fraction
0.30 to 0.35 there is a disproportionate increase in the fraction of the minor phase beads that coat
the surface for the three chain lengths. Our results show that about three quarters of the polymers
is needed to coat the surface to form uniform cylinders (~ 0.70 – VF 0.25, N60 and ~ 0.78 – VF30,
N40). This knowledge can prove to be quite essential for the experimenter to decide the optimum
polymer parameters to obtain the uniform cylinders.

Perturbation in BCP - surface interaction potential strength
In a bulk system the three types of interaction: A-A, B-B and A-B would solely govern the selfassembly of the system. For the confined system studied, there are added energetic consideration
for the pair potentials of the surface beads with each of the polymers. Silica surface can be
chemically treated to deposit ligands to tailor its interactions with the polymer. The density of
these ligands can control the strength of the interactions. Two sets of trials (figure 2.8) have been
performed for minor phase volume fractions 0.25-N60 that formed uniform cylinders at default
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surface-BCP interaction potentials (𝜀𝑆−𝐴 = 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 = 1.0 ). The first set kept the 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 constant at
1.0 while varying the 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 interaction. The next set of trials had the 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 perturbed keeping 𝜀𝑆−𝐵
fixed at 1.0. The data has been analyzed by generating minor phase concentration plots for the 17σ
and 42σ pillar separation regions. A region of thickness 1σ is considered along the minimum and
maximum separation directions with the fractional minor phase concentration plotted on the y axis
and the normalized distance on x axis for each of the separation. Additionally, the snapshots of the
BCP morphology along the pillar height is also shown. The observations made by these trials was
that the ideal morphology formed when the strength of the Surface-BCP interactions (attractive
for A, repulsive for B) was the same as the BCP-BCP interactions (𝜀𝑆−𝐵𝐶𝑃 = 𝜀𝐵𝐶𝑃−𝐵𝐶𝑃 = 1.0).
For these optimum parameters we see a two-domain morphology (two distinct concentration
peaks) seen in the 17σ region and a three-domain morphology (three distinct concentration peaks)
for the 42 σ region. Any deviations from this would lead to defects in the morphology. The
variation of 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 lead to disruption in the cylinders formed by breaking the axial symmetry. Many
of the cylinder formed were incomplete, that would make them inviable for lithographic
applications. Interestingly, the sphericity of the cylinders or the radial symmetry seemed to be
intact (slight spreading in the middle domain for 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 = 1.5). Contrastingly, the variation in 𝜀𝑆−𝐴
showed much more disruption in the cylinders. Not only were the cylinders incompletely formed,
but some of them showed micro-bridging and disruption in the radial symmetry. These results
further confirm the observations made by the flat plate 17σ surface-polymer interaction potential
perturbation trials on the importance of surface coating to form the ordered morphology.
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Figure 2.8: BCP-surface interaction pairwise potential perturbation for minor phase volume fraction of 0.25, N60.
The red line and blue dashed line represent the fractional minor phase concentration vs normalized confinement
dimension plot for a 1 σ thick region along the 42 σ and 17 σ confinement respectively. The insert plots show the
snapshot of the cylinder formation along the pillar height. Note: Only minor phase of the BCP (red) is shown for
clarity confined between pillars (brown).
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2.3.4

Confinement using silica pillars with bottom substrate

The aim of these trials was to study the effect of added confinement of the bottom substrate to the
pillars on the morphology formed by the BCP self-assembly. Trials were performed at three chain
lengths N20, N40 and N60 and three minor phase volume fractions 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35. The results
obtained from these trials show some similarities along with some significant deviation from the
pillar confinement trials without the substrate.

Figure 2.9: minor phase density xy plots of the morphology formed by pillars with bottom substrate at three volume
fractions: a) 0.25 b) 0.3 and c) 0.35. Cylinder formation as directed by the pillars with the bottom substrate for d)
volume fraction 0.25-N60 e) volume fraction 0.30 – N60 f) volume fraction 0.35-N40. Note: Only the minor phase
(red) is shown for clarity. The pillars are shown in purple while the bottom substrate is shown in brown.
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Increasing chain lengths from N20 to N60 form thicker deposition on the pillars as well as on the
bottom substrate. The morphology changes from perforated lamellae to incompletely formed
ordered cylinders for increased chain length as observed in Figure 2.9 b-N60 and c-N40. The main
difference between the morphology seen in the above trials to the ideal morphology observed in
Figure 2.7 is that the minor phase cylinders formed for the template with the substrate are
incompletely formed. As part of the minor phase is utilized in coating the bottom surface, there is
a deficiency of minor phase beads in the bulk leading to the defect. Increasing the volume fraction
to 0.35 does not annihilate the defect observed, but instead forms thicker coating and leads to
micro-bridging between the bulk minor phase and surface minor phase domains. Incomplete
cylinder formation is a major hindrance for the processing of the templates. The B only layer
formed in between the minor phase deposited on the bottom substrate and the minor phase cylinder
will be left unaffected when the minor phase is etched away following the annealing phase of
manufacturing. The device thus will be discarded as the cylindrical path for electron flow to the
substrate has a blockade. Strategies for the annihilation of this defect include use of defectants like
homopolymers which is outside the purview of this study.
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2.3.5

Geometry Comparison

In this section, we compare the three geometries studied and propose a design protocol to form
ordered cylindrical BCP arrays with the pillars template using the results obtained from the flat
plate confinement studies. Firstly, we perform a qualitative comparison in the morphology formed
by the flat plate geometry (at two confinements) and the template with pillars. Figure 2.10 shows
the normalized minor phase concentration plots formed for four chain lengths N10, N20, N40 and
N60 using the methodology adopted in figure 2.8. A direct correlation is observed with respect to
the number of continuous minor phase micro-domains in the flat plate trials and the silica pillars
template trials. Figure 2.10 compares the minor phase concentration plots of the flat plate 17σ
confinement to its ordered pillar counter-part along the 17σ pillar separation (maximum
confinement) region. For chain lengths ≤ N20, along with the two surface peaks around normalized
distance = 0.1, we also observe a middle concentration peak. This confirms the observation of a
three-domain morphology for the flat plate geometry and the curved perforated three-domain
morphology for the ordered pillar template. Higher chain lengths form a two-domain morphology
for both the geometries.

Similarly, for the larger length scale of 42 σ, we compare the number of concentration peaks or
the number of continuous micro-domains for the 42σ flat plate and the minimum confinement
region for the pillar geometry. Six and four perforated curved lamellae continuous micro-domains
are formed for the minimum confinement region with the pillar template for chain lengths N10 and
N20 respectively as evident from the number of peaks. This is in agreement with the 42 σ flat plate
trials which also form six and four continuous lamellae domains. As the chain length is increased
to N40, the morphology formed by the pillar template are ordered cylindrical arrays. This
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morphology shows a two-domain structure in the lowest confinement region and three domain
structure with the cylinder as the middle domain in the highest confinement region. The flat plate
trials for this critical chain length of N40 show a two domain and three domain structures for the
17 σ and 42 σ trials respectively. Further increasing the chain length to N60 leads to micro-bridging
between the cylindrical domain and one of the surface domains for the pillar confinement trials.
The flat plate 42 σ trials also show a similar micro-bridging between the middle domain and one
of the surface domains. There are some anomalies observed with the minor phase concentration
plots normalized for the distance being out of phase for the two geometries. This could be due to
the curvature effect imposed by the ordered pillar template. The observation strengthens the claim
that a strong qualitative correlation can be made for the number of continuous micro-domains
formed for a given confinement separation and chain length.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the morphologies formed by the flat plate geometries at two confinements -17 σ and 42
σ with the ordered pillars template at default conditions. The red lines represent the flat plate trials while the blue
dotted lines represent the pillars template.

This correlation can be used to design a graphoepitaxial lithographic system like the ‘contact-hole’
cylindrical array template studied in this work. A simple geometric analysis of this cubical pillar
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template gives the following relation between the least (𝐿𝑙 ) and highest separation (𝐿ℎ ) of the
pillars along the line joining their centers for a fixed pillar radius, 𝑅𝑝 .

𝐿ℎ = √2𝐿𝑙 + 2(√2 − 1)𝑅𝑝

equation-2.10

Using these two separations, the less intricate flat plate simulations for the two plate separations
can be performed for a variety of molecular weights to generate plots like those in figure 2.11. For
a fixed pillar dimension that is generally limited by the capabilities of the manufacturer, the pitch
and the type of BCP can be optimized with these molecular dynamics studies. The results of these
studies should lay down an operating regime for the experimenter with respect to the BCP
molecular weights. Similar plots have also been generated by varying the volume fractions (figure
2.12). For lower volume fraction we see the operating regime shift to the right to N60. As the
amount of minor phase is lesser than the default case of volume fraction 0.3, no micro-bridging
regime is observed for the chain lengths attempted. For higher volume fractions of 0.35, the
optimum regime is formed at N40 but this region overlaps with the micro-bridging region as
evident from the morphology snapshots.

Design plots can also be generated by varying other process and device parameters like annealing
temperature and surface-BCP interaction strengths to have a complete operating regime at the
disposal of the manufacturer.
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Figure 2.11: Design plots to form ordered cylindrical arrays with flat plate studies. Pink region is the optimum chain
length regime while grey region shows the onset of micro-bridging.

Figure 2.12: Design plots generated by varying minor phase volume fractions for a) volume fraction 0.25 and b)
volume fraction 0.35. The pink region shows the optimum regime while grey shows micro-bridging. The 17σ trials
are shown by the square points joined by the dotted line while the 42σ trials are shown by the filled circles joined by
the dashed line.
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2.4

CONCLUSIONS

The morphology formed by the directed self-assembly of block copolymers under flat plate
geometry (two plate separations) and templated pillars geometry has been studied using coarsegrained molecular dynamics For the lower plate separation of 17σ and minor phase volume fraction
of 0.3, it was found that there exists a critical chain length, N40 where a transition is observed in
the morphology formed from a three-domain structure to a two-domain structure. The large
entropic penalty experienced by the higher chain lengths make it difficult for the BCP to selfassemble in the middle-bulk region thus leading to the two-domain structure. Perturbing the
surface-BCP interaction potential strengths, a morphology-potential phase diagram was generated
for a finite annealing time. For a fixed chain length of N20, increasing 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 at a constant 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 lead
to a decrease in the micro-bridging between the two-surface continuous minor phase domains
while increasing 𝜀𝑆−𝐴 at a constant 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 lead to a decrease in the middle domain thickness. For
the higher plate separation of 42σ, a similar critical chain length was observed at N40 where the
morphology formed changed from multi-domain (>3) to three-domain structure.

In the next geometry probed the BCP were confined with ordered pillars. To have a close
resemblance to the flat plate trials, the separation of adjacent pillars along the lines joining the
centers of the pillars was fixed at the plate separations of 17σ and 42σ. For the three volume
fractions attempted (0.25, 0.3 and 0.35), increase in the BCP molecular weight lead to a thicker
accumulation of the minor phase on the surfaces. The morphology formed changed from a
perforated curved lamella to an ordered cylinder with increase in N. The higher chain lengths trials
with finite annealing time, for volume fraction - 0.3 and 0.35 showed micro-bridging between the
cylinders and the surface minor phase domains. The effect of temperature on the morphology and
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surface deposition was also studied. Higher χ or lower temperatures formed thicker coating on the
surfaces for chain length  N40 with not much change in the qualitative aspect of the geometry.
Similar to the flat plate trials, the surface-BCP interaction potential strength were also varied. 𝜀𝑆−𝐴
showed a much stronger effect on the morphology formed as deviation from the ideal values lead
to disruption in the radial symmetry, micro-bridging as well as incomplete cylinder formation
while the variation in 𝜀𝑆−𝐵 only lead to incomplete cylinder formation maintaining the radial
symmetry of the cylinders. Trials were also performed by increasing the height of the pillars that
revealed inability of the cylinders to maintain axial symmetry throughout the height of the pillars
(refer supplementary material). In addition to ordered pillars template an added confinement of a
bottom substrate was imposed to the BCPs. There trials showed a deposition of the minor phase
on the bottom substrate leading to a deficiency of the minor phase in the bulk causing incompletely
formed cylinders.

Lastly, we have compared the morphology formed by the different geometries for the same BCP
properties. A strong correlation was seen in the number of continuous micro domains formed in
the 17σ, 42σ trials and the region surrounding the adjacent pillars separated at 17σ and 42σ . Thus,
using simple length scales arguments, we were able to generate design plots by performing flat
plate confinement studies to predict the BCP morphology formed for a more intricate geometry
involving ordered curved surfaces like the pillars. This can be used as a powerful tool by the
experimentalist to design their nano-lithographic template tailor-made for their applications.
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CHAPTER 3

THREE-DIMENSIONAL LINE EDGE ROUGHNESS IN PRE-AND POST-WET-ETCH LINE
AND SPACE PATTERNS OF BLOCK COPOLYMER LITHOGRAPHY

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, with the ever-increasing demand for miniaturization of micro-electronic
devices, directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) has attracted the interest of
both academia and industry to develop optimal, defect free nanolithographic patterns. 1-3 DSA is
not restricted by inherent diffraction-based limitations of conventional optical lithography4 and
has a much lower cost of ownership compared to the competing alternatives 5. The periodic spatial
arrangement of the micro-phase separated bulk BCP6 is seldom perfectly achieved with uniformity
without it being directed. Hence DSA via external driving force like shear 7, electric field, magnetic
field are used to improve the BCP alignment fitting the desired technological applications.8 In the
semi-conductor industry, two of the popular techniques include graphoepitaxy9-11, that uses surface
features and confinement to direct the BCP and chemoepitaxy3,

12-15,

that uses enthalpic

interactions via chemical patterning to control the BCP ordering. Among chemoepitaxial
technologies to form line space patterns, Liu-Nealey (LiNe) flow with near symmetric polystyreneblock-polymethyl methacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) has been widely considered as a prospective DSA
candidate for commercialization.14-15 Using this technique, chemically patterned Si based
substrates can effectively direct dense arrays of features with long-range order over wide areas.
The BCP thin film is guided using a part of a substrate that has chemical affinity towards PS
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domain. The PS-pinned region is patterned with cross-linked PS mat film while the rest of the
substrate is brushed with a random hydroxyl terminated PS-co-PMMA chain (neutral layer)
usually of a lower chain length than the PS mat. PS-b-PMMA BCP is then spin coated on top of
this chemically patterned substrate and annealed at elevated temperatures (250-300˚C) to obtain
defect-free BCP lamellae.

Once this ideal lamella morphology is formed, PMMA is selectively etched-off forming a nanolithographic pattern template of the resist, PS. This exercise leaves the patterned substrate exposed
and can be further processed for semiconductor applications. The etching process can either be
performed with a selective solvent like acetic acid (wet-etching) or using a variety of plasma
etches(dry-etching) O2 / Ar being the most popular etch chemistry.16-19 While wet-etching is more
selective than dry-etching, it has a tendency for the pattern to collapse especially for high BCP
film thicknesses due to the diverging surface forces during solvent evaporation. Dry-etching occurs
vertically and laterally due to spontaneous etching reactions between etch radicals and PS.

The anisotropic imperfections caused by the etching process coupled with the inherent BCP
interfacial width leads to line-edge roughness (LER) and line-width roughness (LWR) in the line
space patterns. LER is defined as 3σ deviation of a line-edge from the mean straight line. High
LER values in the features leads to hindrance in the flow of electrons leading to anomalies in the
device resistance and capacitances making the device inviable. 20-21 The International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors has listed DSA among one of the top prospective next-generation
lithographic alternatives, but along with defectivity, the current high 3σ LER values need further
improvements for its commercialization22. To keep up with the Moore’s Law23 in forming smaller,
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sleeker micro-electronic devices, it is important to detect the causes of high LER and devise
effective strategies to mitigate it. To optimize the strategies, it is important to characterize and
quantify the roughness along the film thickness as opposed to the approximated top-down values
obtained from SEM images.

Modeling and simulations can aid the manufacturer in this regard. A wide range of DSA modeling
work has been achieved using a Self-Consistent Field (SCF) or Theoretically Informed CoarseGrained (TICG) framework24-25. While SCFT has been prevalently used over the years to predict
the theoretical BCP phase diagrams, interfacial width cannot be accurately measured if the
fluctuations are not accounted for. TICG with its improvised strategies considers fluctuations and
has been popularly used in recent years to study chemoepitaxial DSA, especially to predict the
energetics of defect annihilation.26-27 Owing to the higher degree of coarse-graining, the roughness
values computed using TICG or allied methodology like Single-Chain-in-Mean-Field (SCMF)
simulations is limited to low frequency estimation in the frequency domain. Dauloas, Stoykovich
and co-authors have studied the effect of roughness of the patterned substrate and its propagation
through the film thickness, for undulated and peristaltic low frequency variation using a SCMF
approach with successful comparison with experiments. 28-29 Recently, Segal-Peretz et al. have
demonstrated the implementation of TICG in conjunction with scanning transmission electron
microscopy to characterize the three-dimensional structure of DSA with high-χ BCP, P2VP-b-PSb-P2VP.30 Coarse-grained polymer field-theoretic simulations have also been employed by Bosse
and co-authors to predict the interfacial fluctuations for BCP resists with a peak in the spectral
plots at the BCP interdomain spacing.22 Although these simulations are computationally
economical, the authors categorically state their limitations in characterizing high frequency
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roughness and suggest the need for intensive particle based molecular dynamics (MD) approach
for a more complete understanding. Among the few available MD literature on the subject, there
is a lack of matching of the BCP chain length to the actual molecular weight and the corresponding
experimental BCP pitch (L0exp).31-32

More importantly, none of the above stated works study the resist morphology evaluation after
etching one of the BCP phases. While characterizing the interfacial deviations is crucial, the actual
pattern transfer to the underlying Silicon substrate takes place with the removal of the non-resist
BCP phase. In this work, we have used large-scale coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD)
simulations with close matching of experimental BCP chain length, L0 and substrate dimensions
to study the 3-dimensional BCP morphologies of DSA with LiNe flow over three process stages:
after annealing, after quenching below glass transition of resist (pre-etch) and after selective wetetching of the non-resist BCP phase (post-etch).
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3.2

MODEL AND METHODS

The polymer chain is modeled as an AB block with both monomer radii (σ’) equal to 1nm. Block
A contains 4 molecules of PS while block B contains 4.5 molecules of PMMA to account for the
difference in bulk densities of the two monomers. Each polymer chain comprises of 63 beads of
PS (~26,000 g mol-1) and 58 beads of PMMA (~26,000 g mol-1). The reduced mass of each bead
is adjusted according to the respective coarsening for PS and PMMA. The interaction between
bonded BCP beads is given by the fene bond potential, Ufene(r) = -0.5KRmax2 ln[1-(r/Rmax)2] where
K =30 εσ’

-2

is the spring constant of the BCP bond while R max = 1.5σ’ is the maximum bond

extensibility.34 The favorable long-range interactions are governed by a tail-corrected Lenard
Jones interaction given by Uattractive(r) = 4ε[(σ’/r)12-(σ’/r)6] + SLJ(r) for r < 2.5 σ’ while the
repulsive interaction is in accordance to Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential, Urepulsive(r)
= 4ε[(σ’/r)12-(σ’/r)6] for r < 21/6 σ’.35 A global BCP site density of 0.85 beads nm -3 is maintained
and the thermostat employed is Nosé-Hoover.

The BCP in the study corresponds to PS-b-PMMA with L0exp = 28 nm. Bulk trials were performed
varying the Lenard Jones interaction parameters εBCP-BCP to elucidate parameters for L0sim ~ L0exp
for various chain lengths. The optimized parameters from the bulk study, ε PS-PS, attractive = 0.15,
εPMMA-PMMA, attractive = 0.15 and εPS-PMMA, repulsive = 0.15 were used for the main simulations. The
simulation box is periodic in x and y and fixed in z with a BCP film thickness of L 0 = 28nm. The
substrate is three layered thick (3 𝜎′) with hexagonal packing. As the maximum cut-off radii for
any interaction is 2.5𝜎′, any thickness greater than 2.5𝜎′ will not affect the BCP morphology. The
neutral substrate beads interact with the BCP with U attractive(r). The pinned substrate interacts with
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PS beads by Uattractive(r) and with PMMA beads by Urepulsive(r). The default interaction strength of
the neutral brush with the BCP, 𝜀𝐵𝐶𝑃−𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 = 0.15𝑘𝑇.
Substrate details
The experimental trials were performed with the LiNe flow process using EMD’s block
copolymer, PME-7001 on NLD-128 (PS mat pinning) and NLD-127 (neutral brush) prepattern.
The pattern multiplication is 3X with a patterning pitch of 84 nm and a pinning width of 18 nm
(optimum for experimental trials). The film thickness is about 1.2L0 ~ 35 nm to offer higher
tolerance for pattern for post PMMA-etch pattern transfer. Substrate fabrication and annealing
conditions have been kept similar to Liu et al.14-15 The PMMA phase is etched with Ar/O2 plasma
etch with selectivity close to 2.5.

Two types of patterned chemoepitaxial substrate were used for the LiNe flow process. The first
substrate has a flat geometry (figure 3.1a) with part of the substrate being selective to PS. The
selectively patterned substrate that corresponds to the cross-linked PS mat has a pinning width
(pw) = 16 nm (~0.57 L0) and a density multiplication of 3X, indicating 3 domains each of PS and
PMMA per patterning. The non-patterned part of the substrate that mimics the neutral brush in
experiments is non-selective towards either of the phase with ε neutral-BCP= 0.15 at annealing
conditions. In the second substrate type (figure 3.1b), the PS mat has a topography with the pinned
region raised at a height of 3nm with respect to the neutral brush. The molecular weight of the
cross-linked PS is usually higher compared to the neutral brush which induces topography in the
substrate.
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Figure 3.1: Substrate for LiNe CGMD simulations with a) flat substrate and b) substrate with topography. PS mat
shown in red and neutral brush in yellow.
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3.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.3.1

Lamellae formation

In the first stage of the process, the system is annealed at Tanneal = 1.2 to form defect free lamellae
structures. The lamellae morphology profile formed by using the two types of substrate is shown
in figure 3.2. For the flat plate substrate, an interaction strength εPS_mat-PS, attractive = 0.15 and εPS_matPS, repulsive =

0.15 was sufficient to form defect free structures in ~ 7 million steps (refer to methods

for model details). The confinement effect imposed by the substrate topography required stronger
pinning of εPS_mat-PS, attractive = 1.0 and εPS_mat-PS, repulsive = 1.0 to annihilate the defects with slower
kinetics of ~ 20 million steps. The defects observed in both substrate types and interactions
strengths included micro-bridge and dislocation defects. The structures were then cooled to Tetch,
below the glass transition temperature, Tg of PS in the second process stage. Independent bulk
trials were performed with only the PS part of the BCP (N63) and the mean squared displacement
of the equilibrated melt was plotted for temperatures ranging from 0.1 to 1.2 .33 The point of change
in slope of the curve thus generated denoted the T g ~ 0.3.
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Figure 3.2: Morphology profiles after annealing (Tanneal = 1.2). for a) flat substrate and b) substrate with topography.
PS is shown in blue and PMMA in cyan.

At temperatures below Tg, the brushes are in a collapsed state with lower kinetic energy and
effective surface area. Thus, to accurately capture the brush dynamics with stationary substrate
beads, the εneutral-BCP is lowered to 0.1 at lower temperatures as opposed to ε neutral-BCP= 0.15 at
elevated temperatures when the brushes have higher kinetic energies and more exposed surface
areas to interact with the BCP.
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3.3.2

Morphology evaluation with solvent etching

After the system is equilibrated below T g, in the third process stage, the PMMA phase is selectively
etched off under wet-etching conditions. The experimental annealing time is much greater than the
etching time-scale (~ 30 s). We thus simulate the etching process under the following simultaneous
conditions: instantaneous breakage of PS-PMMA bonds and removal of PMMA beads followed
by addition of etching solvent beads to replace the PMMA beads. The PS domains are thereafter
equilibrated along with the etching solvent for the domain morphology to evolve. The etching
solvent is ideally poor with respect to PS for high etch selectivity with the solvent quality being
governed by the cross-interaction LJ parameter in the WCA potential, εPS-solvent. Figure 3.3a shows
the effect of three solvent types I (blue circle), II (black diamond) and III (red squares) at a reduced
temperature of Tetch = 0.15,0.2 and 0.25 on the morphologies of the three PS domains every 2 nm
along the film thickness for the flat patterned substrate. Higher the εPS-solvent, poorer is the solvent,
better is the quality of the etching solvent. Solvent type I and II are poor with respect to PS with
εPS-solvent-I,rep = 0.25 and εPS-solvent-II,rep = 0.1 respectively. εsolvent-solvent, att = 0.2 for I and II. Solvent
type three approaches the behavior of a good solvent with εPS-solvent-III,rep = 0.05 and εsolvent-solvent, att
= 0.1. The pinned domain rests above the PS mat patterning while the other two domains are
identified as unpinned-left and right respectively.
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Figure 3.3: PS Line-Width vs film thickness plots for three solvent types. Type I and type II are poor solvents for PS
denoted in blue circle and red diamonds respetively. Type III approaches good solvent regime shown in red squares.
The PS domain above the PS-mat is pinned.
a) flat substrate b)substrate with topography
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The results show that etching with solvent III leads to significant pattern collapse for the three
temperatures. The pinned domain has a gradient for the Line-Width that tapers away from the
bottom substrate. The favorable enthalpic interaction offered by the PS-mat can hold the domain
intact close to the bottom substrate but as the interactions fades away from the bottom substrates,
the PS-solvent interactions lead to a gradient that spreads at the base and tapers parallel to the film
thickness. For the unpinned domains, solvent III bulges close to the middle of the film height
caused by the absence of favorable bottom substrate interactions along with the favorable ε neutralsolvent

interactions. For the poor solvents I and II, the unpinned domains remain constant in line-

width along the film height for the three Tetch. The pinned domain shows a gradient along the film
height for Tetch = 0.2, 0.25. As the temperature approaches T g, PS beads have higher kinetic energy
to move and coupled with the favorable PS mat interactions, the line-width tapers away from the
substrate. Figure 3.3b shows similar plots generated for substrate with topography. The main
difference in the morphology for the two substrate geometries for the good solvents is that the flat
substrate results in more resist Line-Width gradient for the pinned domain for temperatures closer
to Tg. The effect of solvent drying and the subsequent structure disruption owing to high surface
forces under low solvent condition is outside the purview of the study.
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3.3.3

Multi-stage LER evaluation

The three-dimensional morphology and LER is evaluated along the film thickness and at each
stage of the process for the flat substrate in figure 3.4a and substrate with topography in figure
3.4b. The PS edge for the post-etch stage has contribution from BCP interfacial width and etching
process while pre-etch have contribution only from BCP interface fluctuations. For the three PS
domains, the general trend shows higher LER for the annealing stage over pre-etch and post-etch
stage. At elevated temperatures, as the melt has higher kinetic energy to move, higher fluctuations
are seen at the interface. The roughness data also shows a qualitative change in LER profile along
the film thickness. But, as seen in figure 3.4c-d, the values for average LER over the entire film
thickness for right and left edges is practically same for the pre-and post-etch stages. The unpinned
domains have slightly higher values for the post-etch stage while pinned domains are a little higher
for the pre-etch stage for the flat substrate. For the substrate with topography, the post-etch
roughness is only incrementally higher than the pre-etch. For both these stages for the two substrate
geometries, the <LER>ht are substantially lower as compared to the annealing values indicating
that temperature to be more dominant factor over solvation caused by the poor etching solvent.
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Figure 3.4: a) LER vs film thickness plots for the three process stages: anneal(red dash line), pre-etch (blue line) and
post-etch (black dotted line) for a) flat substrate and b) substrate with topography. Height/left and right edge
averaged LER comparison for c) flat substrate and d) substrate with topography
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Figure 3.5: LWR as a function of film thickness for the three PS domains for a) flat substrate and b) substrate with
topography. Height averaged LWR for c) flat substrate and d) substrate with topography. The anneal stage is shown
in red, pre-etch in blue and post-etch in black.

A similar observation is seen for the LWR variation with the film height. In figure 3.5a-b, the
LWR variation is seen for flat substrate and substrate with topography respectively and the average
height LWR profiles in figure 3.5c-d. The Line-Width Roughness is higher for the anneal stage
than the other two stages. The pre-and post-etch LWR have very similar values with the post-etch
values only incrementally higher for substrate with topography.
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To understand the contributions of the low and high frequency roughness, we plot the power
spectral density (PSD) for both the edges of the three domains. We treat each of the planar PSD
for the film thickness (separated at every 2 nm) as similar and the study the average PSD profile
to generate 6 plots at the three process stages as seen in figure 3.6. As expected, comparisons
between the anneal stage to the cooled stages (pre-and post-etch) shows trend similar to the space
domains with the anneal having significantly higher magnitude for the entire spectrum. For lower
frequencies, post-etch on average has higher contribution compared to the pre-etch spectrum while
for middle (close to correlation frequency) and high frequencies the post-etch spectrum on average
is slightly lower than pre-etch. This is especially interesting as the average LER for pre-and postetch is very close in magnitude in the space domain. This observation in the frequency domain was
also observed for simulations with substrate with topography.
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Figure 3.6: Height averaged power spectral density for PS domains for the three process stage for flat substrate
geometry.PSDanneal always has the highest contribution. On an average, post-etch has higher lower frequency
contribution than pre-etch.

3.3.4

Experimental comparison

The simulation values are compared to experimental results obtained from an SEM image of a
self-assembled PS-b-PMMA with L0 close to 28 nm. The PMMA phase of the self-assembled BCP
is etched off with O2 / Ar based plasma. Assuming high PMMA selectivity for the O 2 /Ar plasma,
the conditions of poor solvent wet-etch below Tg would be a fair approximation for the process.
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As evident from figure 3.4, the solvent employed does not significantly alter the average roughness
values. The experimental SEM image corresponds to a pixel size of ~ 1.25 nm. The image is
processed using Median and Gaussian filters after which the edges are detected using a Canny
edge detection algorithm (figure 3.7a). For the 62 clean lines captured, the <LER>exp = 2.98 ± 0.28
nm (figure 3.7b). This is in close agreement with the simulations for the height averaged (every 2
nm) roughness value for the 6 edges, <LER>ht, flat = 2.75 nm and <LER>ht, topography = 2.69 nm
(figure 3.7c). The <LWR>ht, flat = 3.39 nm and <LWR>ht, topography = 3.57 nm values predicted from
the CGMD simulation show a slight deviation from the SEM image of <LWR> exp = 2.66 ± 0.16
nm.

Figure 3.7: a) Edge detected SEM image for PMMA etched line space pattern obtained via LiNe flow. b) Histogram
for LER for a). c) Comparison between experimental roughness and height averaged CGMD results for the two
substrate geometries.
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The deviations in line-edges obtained for each line in the SEM image is treated as a signal in length
which is low-pass filtered to remove spatial aliasing and subsequently windowed using a 4-term
Blackman-Harris window to reduce emphasis on the edge points in the series. The cut-off
frequency chosen was 0.9 times the Nyquist frequency. The processed signal is then Fourier
transformed to generate a surface PSD of the 62 lines as shown in figure 3.8a. Beyond the
correlation frequency, the high frequency contribution is further resolved by fitting a straight line
for each of the 62 signals. The slope obtained from this fit denotes the fractal dimension, D (figure
3.8b) with <D> = 1.77 ± 0.1016. The fractal dimension for a self-similar series can be related to
the Hurst or roughness exponent (H) by D = 2 – H, with higher H indicating a less volatile trend.
<H> between 0 - 0.5 in general and <H> = 0.23 for the current image signifies a long-term
switching between high and low edge deviations in adjacent pixels lasting for a substantially long
length across the line edge.
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Figure 3.8: a) Surface power spectral density example plot. Beyond the correlation length, the PSD is fit to
f-D. b)fractal dimension histogram for the 62 defect free lines captured through image analysis. c) exponential fit for
the auto-correlation function for a sample line.The roughness exponent, H is obtained from figure 3.8b for each of
the line. d)histogtam for correlation length Lc, obtained from fitting the exponential auto-correlation function

As figure 3.8a shows, the PSD for each of the individual line is noisy. The exact point of distinction
between the low and high frequencies to obtain the correlation length can be tricky using only the
PSD curves. Alternatively, the auto-correlation function (ACF) can be generated for each of the
line as a function of the lags (τ). This ACF is fit to an exponential fall model, ACF = exp(-τ/Lc)2H.
The H being the roughness or Hurst exponent obtained in figure 3.8b for each of the line and Lc is
the correlation length. The histogram for Lc is shown in figure 3.8d with <Lc> = 103.44 nm
indicating significant contribution from low frequency roughness. As we are limited with our
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simulation box size with ~100 nm line length as opposed to 1500 nm for experimental line length,
comparison in the frequency domains are not made for the two.

Next, we perform a 3D comparison of the solvent etched simulation morphology with a crosssectional PMMA etched SEM image. A qualitative comparison can be made between the
experimental image in figure 3.9c with a simulation image etched with a poor solvent in figure
3.9a and good solvent in figure 3.9b (for flat substrate geometry). Each of the three domains of the
simulations is averaged to generate the line-width as a function of the film thickness measured
from the bottom substrate. The cross-sectional image is processed to isolate individual domains
and averaged out over the optimally detected resist domains. The results show that the
experimental SEM images have a higher gradient for the line-width as compared to the wet-etching
with a poor/good solvent. The good solvent has stronger interactions with the PS resist domains
leading to slight bulging of the domains at the center. Figure 3.9d also suggests that the current
images show a higher resist mass at the bottom substrate leading to a higher gradient. It is likely
that the excess mass is caused by incomplete PMMA removal and similar PS-PMMA phase
densities leads to a poor interface distinction for the BCP edge. Correction for this overestimation
will lead to a closer agreement. Moreover, O2/ Ar plasma with its higher anisotropy is expected to
consume more of PS especially away from the bottom substrate. A dry-etching simulation
methodology to model ion-bombardment has simultaneously been developed which will be
addressed in a subsequent publication.
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Figure 3.9: a) repeated patterns generated for the poor solvent etched CGMD simulations for flat substrate geometry.
b) repeated patterns generated for the good solvent etched CGMD simulations for flat substrate geometry. c) Crosssectional SEM image for PMMA etched line and space patterns.
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3.4

SUMMARY

Using a large-scale CGMD model, we have studied the three-dimensional profiles of line and space
patterns formed from symmetric BCPs at three process stages: anneal, pre-and post-etch. The
etching is studied using a novel modeling approach for a DSA wet-etching schematic. The effect
of solvent quality at different etching temperatures showed least pattern collapse for poor solvents
at the lowest Tetch value attempted. The <LER>ht were substantially higher for the annealing stage
of the process as compared to the cooling and etching stage. Although, there was not a substantial
difference in the height averaged LER and LWR values for the pre-and post-etch edges, the power
spectral density showed a qualitative difference in the distribution of the roughness. A pre-etch
edge with larger high frequency contribution would likely increase in its relative low frequency
contribution post-etch. Comparison with equivalent Liu-Nealey flow experiments show close
matching in the average roughness values obtained by image processing the SEM images and the
etched CGMD results for the flat substrate and the substrate with topography.
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CHAPTER 4
MESOSCALE MODELING OF DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY OF LINE AND SPACE
PATTERNS VIA ION-BOMBARDMENT DRY-ETCHING

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, Liu-Nealey1,2 was studied, from the self-assembly phase to subsequent
etching using a selective solvent. Etching using a selective etch like acetic acid does offer
extremely high selectivity and the consumption of PS is minimal3. It has been more popularly used
to remove PMMA for contact hole patterns described in chapter 2 using solvents like acetic acid.
For line and space patterns, experiments have observed pattern collapse after solvent evaporation,
especially at low solvent conditions due to diverging surface forces3. This leaves the resist unviable
for further use to transfer the pattern to the underlying silicon. Moreover, the limited use of wetetching for contact hole PMMA removal also requires an initial exposure step (193nm or UV) to
first degrade the PMMA to prevent redisposition on the PS resist4,5.

Even though dry-etching has substantially lower selectivity, using plasma ions has been preferred
over the more economical wet-etching for line and space patterns. This selectivity is ensured from
the difference in functional group with styrene having higher amount of carbon content along with
an aromatic carbon ring as compared to methylmethacrylate which has an aliphatic base with
oxygen functional groups6,7.

Plasma etching involves ion bombardment with a plasma driven gas chemistry8. Various plasma
etch-chemistries have been tried over the years, but the most popular remain Ar, O 2 and Ar/O2
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chemistries. Recent work has seen CO etch chemistries with higher selectvities than conventional
plasma being attempted with good results9. The newer etch tools provide the experimentalist with
flexibility with the chemistry of the gases as the devices are versatile with lots of functionality.
From an academic perspective Ar, O2, and Ar/O2 systems remain the best candidates as a model
system and these etch chemistries typifies the two popular etching chemistries: ion-bombardment
removal for Ar and reactive-ion etching for O2. The mixtures of these gases will thus follow both
these mechanisms depending on the material that is causing the removal. As the optimum ratio of
Ar:O2 in Ar/O2 is about 10:1 along with a high biased voltage, the dominant mechanism for the
mixed etch will still be ion-bombardment8.

Lower ion to radical ratio leads to rougher surfaces. Ion bombardment removes PMMA by striking
the material with high energy etch ions forming volatile products like CO and CO 2. These volatile
products are enhanced by the presence of Ar ions. These ions break bonds on the surface and
depolymerizes PMMA leading to high etch rates10-12. This removal of materials also causes the
formation of dangling bonds which has the ability to recombine with newly exposed surface or
residual material forming a cross-linked polymer mini-network increasing the etch-resistance to
subsequent ion-bombardment. This tendency to cross-link is higher for PS than PMMA and play
a crucial role in affecting the surface morphology of the etched material12-16. On the other hand,
oxygen radical (and ions) reacts with the oxygen groups to chemically remove PMMA. These
radicals are often known to form passive inhibition layer as a byproduct. The presence of Ar ion
in addition to O2 radicals help in removal of this inhibition layer12. Apart from that, these ions also
contribute to activation energy of RIE reactions. This difference in mechanism causes reactive-ion
etching to have a faster etching rate and with lower selectivity and more isotropy in the etch. Apart
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from these reactive mechanisms, roughness amplification effects can also alter the roughness
characteristics of the resists. These include: ‘shadowing effect’

17,18

wherein a disparity exists

between the radical and ion concentration in the ‘valleys’ and ‘peaks’ of the surface topography,
‘flux-remission’, 17,19,20 wherein the ion/radical flux gets deflected by striking on the sidewalls of
the resists leading to accumulation on the bottoms, and ‘micro-masking’

which leads to

inhomogeneity in the resistance of the surface due to sputtering and subsequent redeposition of
materials on the resist surface21.

Table 4.1: Comparison of Ar and O2 etch chemistry

Ar etching

O2 etching

Etch bead

Charged Ar ions

O2 radicals (and may be Oxygen
ions)

Dominant mechanism

Ion bombardment

Reactive-ion etching

Etch rate

Low

High

Selectivity

High

Low

Anisotropy

Lower anisotropic etching

Induces more anisotropic etching

Experimentally, a simplified setup for the etch tool is described in figure 4.1. The substrate is
maintained at temperatures lower than ambient (~5 C) by using a water-cooling system in
combination with Helium cryogenics. Ions are accelerated towards substrate in the electric fields
of thin ‘sheath’ between the substrate and a radio frequency plasma source. Low pressure
conditions are maintained ~ 10 mTorr8. The sheath can be thus considered near-collisionless and
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the energetics ion can be assumed to strike the surface at a near perpendicular angle. As there are
various electronics components involved in the etch-tool there are various transient effects and
timing uncertainties. Hence for precise control parameters are optimized so as to achieve fast rate
kinetics.

Figure 4.1:Schematic of plasma etcher with interferometry system for etch measurement adapted from Ting et. al.
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4.2

MODELS AND METHODS

In Chapter 2, the BCP annealing and subsequent cooling has been described in the two process
stages anneal and pre-etch. The BCP trajectory after the pre-etch stage is the equilibrium
morphology after cooling the system below the glass transition temperature. This morphology is
the starting trajectory which is etched via ion-bombardment. Hence, the coarse-graining for the
BCP remains the same as described in chapter 3. One coarse-grained PS bead will have 4 PS
molecules while PMMA coarse-grained bead has 4.5 PMMA molecules. The reduced mass of
these beads is 1 and 1.08 respectively for PS and PMMA. The BCP site density of 0.85 beads /
nm3 is maintained which is equivalent to real BCP density of ~ 1.1 g/cc (average of PS and PMMA
densities). For model simplicity, the etch bead is assumed to have a same size of 1 nm as the BCP
bead. Future version of this model can have added complexity with specific coarse-graining. For
a etch gas with fixed chemistry and at a constant temp, the site density is expressed in terms of gas
pressure.
𝑃𝑀
𝑅𝑇

= 𝜌

equation-4.1

P = pressure in mTorr; M = molecular weight of the etch gas; T =temperature in Kelvin.
For ambient temperatures, assuming Argon gas chemistry we have,
𝜌 = 0.00214 𝑃 𝑔𝑐𝑚−3
Scaling with the BCP site density of 0.85 beads/nm3, equivalent to 1.1 g/cc we get a etch gas bead
density of 0.00165 P beads /nm3. For the current study, P = 10, 20, and 30 mTorr have been
explored.
Two types of etch beads are defined.: PS selective etch bead and PMMA selective etch bead. A
bead selective to a BCP block will etch only BCP beads of the particular block and will be immune
to the other BCP block beads. Post pre-etch process stage, the BCP beads are frozen and the top101

substrate beads are deleted. The box is then re-scaled to increase in size in the positive z direction.
Subsequently, in the space above the BCP thin film PS and PMMA selective etch beads are
generated. (figure 4.2) These etch beads are provided with a velocity in the z-direction, Vz and they
approach the BCP beads. Any BCP bead within a certain etch radii (Retch) of the etch bead can be
removed from the simulation box simulating ion-bombardment etching. With increasing time,
more of the BCP beads are consumed and lower film thicknesses close to the bottom substrate is
exposed to the incoming etch beads. The etching process is stopped when all of the PMMA phase
(non-resist) is consumed resulting in a post-etch PS resist domains resting on the bottom substrate.

Figure 4.2: Kinetic evolution of resist morphology with PS selective and PMMA selective etch beads. PS selective
beads removes PS beads while PMMA selective beads remove PMMA.
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4.2.1

•

Process and simulation parameters

Z-Velocity (Vz): The z-component of the etch velocity is controlled by the ion
bombardment energy. The ions are generated by the RF powered etch source and the bias
voltage between the source and the substrate. Higher power source will generate etch beads
with higher Vz and thus simulations with a higher Vz will correspond to experimental trials
with higher bias voltage. It is important to note that the imposed velocity is not equal to the
etching rate.

•

Etch rate, retch : Nanometers of BCP film removed per unit time.

•

Etch selectivity (S): The ratio of the etch rate of material A to the etch rate of material B
is said to have a selectivity of ‘S’ for material A over material B. It depends on the
chemistry of the etch particles, the BCP and the power source. For our study, it is the ratio
of the etch rates of non-resist (PMMA) to resist material (PS). For the simulation, we define
the etch selectivity as the ratio of number of PMMA-selective etch beads to the PSselective etch beads.
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑆) =

•

𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ−𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴
𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ−𝑃𝑆

=

𝑁𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴−𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝑁𝑃𝑆−𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ

equation 4.2

Site density (ρetch): Etch bead site density expressed in terms of gas. Under constant
temperature assumption, it will be proportional to the etch gas pressure.

•

Etch radii (Retch): extent of etch bead vicinity for BCP removal. Any BCP bead within this
radius from the center of mass of the etch bead will be in the list for nearest neighbors.
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Although various values have been optimized, the default value chosen is 1.1𝜎 (1.1nm).

•

Frequency of BCP bead removal (f): A simulation parameter that decides how often
nearest neighbor list are built to remove BCP beads in the vicinity of etch beds. The default
value chosen is 10 timesteps with each timestep of 0.01 LJ units.

•

Frequency of etch bead removal (Xf): A simulation parameter that denotes the residence
time of the etch bead in the vicinity of BCP beads. It decides how often the etch bead is
removed in the vicinity of the Retch. Xf is mechanism dependent. Ion-bombardment will
have lower Xf value and reactive ion etching will have a higher value. Xf =10, 20, and 40
timesteps have been attempted with 20 timesteps being the default value.
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4.2.2

Interaction potential between etch beads

Etch beads possess high energy and move as near collisionless sheath. As the pressures in the
system are in the range of tens of mTorr, this assumption of collisionless sheath is fair. As
described in the earlier chapter, we define BCP interactions with hard LJ interactions. For etch
beads, a soft cosine potential with a substantially lower energy prefactor is described. The etch
beads do not interact as per Van der Waal’s interactions and hence are not appropriately defined
by LJ potentials. The soft potential essentially prevents any etch bead overlap while maintaining
the superimposed Vz.
𝜋𝑟

𝐸(𝑟) = 𝜀 [1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑟 )]
𝑐

𝑟𝑐 = 𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝜀 = 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
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equation-4.3

4.3

RESULTS

4.3.1

Optimizing simulation parameters

For a fixed Vz, we want Vx and Vy to be of the similar order and have a narrow spread. Higher Vx
and Vy will lead to more isotropy in the etching possibly leading to higher roughness. Some of the
parameters varied to achieve this narrow velocity spread in x-y include the energy prefactor, 𝜀 and
Vz. In figure 4.3 we see the effect of varying the energy prefactor on the x-y component of the
velocity. These trials were performed at P=10 mTorr, f=10 timesteps and Xf=20 timesteps and a
fixed Vz=0.025 σ/τ (σ is the reduced distance and τ is the reduced time). The selectivity chosen
was substantially high at S=75 approaching an ideal etch. For these trials, lower values of 𝜀 lead
to a narrower velocity spread around zero in the x-y direction. This would imply higher anisotropy
in the etch possible leading to better roughness values. This is also in line with the general behavior
of ion-bombardment etch mechanisms which are known to have higher anisotropy compared to
reactive-ion etching mechanisms. These trials were repeated for other Vz and P in the working
regime and the same conclusions were drawn as in figure 4.3. 𝜀 = 0.05 LJ units were chosen as
the default value for subsequent trials. Flat plate geometry was the default geometry chosen for
the dry-etching trials.
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Figure 4.3: Early time velocity distribution for the etch beads for various interaction strengths for the soft-potential.
A) x-velocity distribution. B) y-velocity distribution. Z-velocity is constant at Vz=0.025 σ/τ.
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A question that arises from these trials is that what if the interaction between the etch beads were
completely turned off by setting Vx=Vy=0 for a fixed Vz. This would correspond to a system that
moves as a focused sheath of particles generated by a plasma source that are completely
collisionless. Although, the x-y velocity spread of these trials were close to a delta function at
Vx=Vy=0, closer inspection of the BCP trajectory showed deficiencies in the assumption. The bead
removal for these trials is not appropriate. The etching is uneven through the film thickness which
is unphysical. The resist domains also have holes formed leading to porosity issues. The hole
formation was more predominant at higher etch pressure. Hence, we can conclude that completely
collisionless etch beads are not ideal but weak interactions between etch beads is desired.

Next, we study the effect of the magnitude of Vz on the x-y velocity spread. The following
parameters were kept constant:
ε= 0.05 reduced units ; P =10 mTorr ; S = 75 (near ideal etch) ; Xf=20 and f=10

As seen in figure 4.4, higher Vz leads to a narrower spread in the Vx and Vy. This would imply that
higher RF power source that results in faster etch beads could possibly lead to lower isotropy in
the etch and thus lower roughness.
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Figure 4.4: Early time x,y-velocity distribution for a constant Vz Higher velocity spread leads to narrower distribution.
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4.3.2

Effect of etch gas pressure

For the optimized Vz and the soft cosine interaction parameters, the effect of etch gas pressure was
studied. For a constant Vz = 0.0075 σ/τ, default energy prefactor, f and Xf three system pressures
(P=10,20, and 30 mTorr) were studied at a realistic etch selectivity of S=3.5. The system
morphologies at complete PMMA removal is shown in figure 4.5. At higher etch gas pressures
(P=20 and 30 mTorr) owing to higher etch bead densities, the resist morphology is more porous
than at P=10 mTorr. A porous etch resist will lead to discrepancies when the pattern is
subsequently transferred to the Silicon substrate underneath.

This issue with resist porosity was also observed for these pressures for S = 1.5 and 2.5. P =10
mTorr was chosen as the default pressure for subsequent trials.

Figure 4.5: Resist morphology at three different etch pressures at a constant Vz = 0.0075 σ/τ and S=3.5.
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4.3.3

Effect of etch gas selectivity

The selectivity of the etch gas depends on parameters like etch-chemistry, bias voltage source
among others. Choosing, the appropriate etch-gas with the optimum selectivity requires a thorough
investigation of the post-etch chemistry. The post-etch resist morphology is evaluated for its
effective selectivity, resist height, line-width roughness and line-edge roughness (in space and
frequency domains). As we define the simulation selectivity parameter as the ratio of number of
PMMA-selective etch beads to PS-selective beads, it is important to find the effective selectivity
by measuring the post-etch resist heights after complete PMMA removal. As the film thickness is
28 nm, the effective selectivity can be defined as:

𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

28−𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴ℎ𝑡
28 −𝑃𝑆ℎ𝑡

equation 4.4

Here, PMMAht and PSht are the heights of the two domains at any particular time. In figure 4.6, we
explore the kinetic evolution of the system morphology and the effective selectivity associated for
the morphology for three different realistic selectivities. The pressure is kept constant at P=10
mTorr and Vz = 0.01 σ/τ (default for subsequent trials).
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Figure 4.6: Kinetic evolution of resist profile at constant P=10mTorr and V z = 0.01 σ/τ at three different selectivities,
S=1.5,2.5, and 3.5. The effective selectivity is calculated by measuring the PS and PMMA domain heights

For the same time, higher initial selectivities, S leads to taller final resist heights at complete
PMMA removal. This is expected as the system as a greater number of PMMA-selective beads at
the same pressure as compared to PS-selective beads at higher selectivities. The morphology also
gives us evidence of the top substrate being abrasive which will be analyzed in subsequent
morphology evolution sections. The final effective selectivity, Seff is also lower than initially
defined simulation selectivity parameter, S as the ratio of two types of selective etch beads. The
instantaneous Seff also decreases with increasing etch time. For lower etch times, Seff > S and as
time increases, the effective selectivity falls below initial selectivity for S = 2.5 and S=3.5 while
remain incrementally above initial selectivity for S=1.5 (figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Effective selectivity (Seff) calculated at complete PMMA removal as a function of imposed simulation
selectivity (Ssim)

4.3.4

Effect of selectivity on resist morphology

For the realistic selectivities for Ar/O2 type etches defined earlier, the post etch resist morphology
is evaluated at complete PMMA removal. The Line-Width (figure 4.8) and the Line-Edge
Roughness (figure 4.9) are plotted as a function of the resist height.
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Figure 4.8: Line-Width variation for different etch selectivities. Higher selectivities formed taller resist at complete
PMMA removal
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Figure 4.9: LER variation for different etch selectivities for the left and right edge of the three domains. Top surface
is abrasive for all selectivities.

Away from the bottom substrate, for higher film thicknesses, the line-width gets lower leading to
a gradient in the resist morphology. As seen in the LER vs film thickness plots, the lower linewidths at higher film thicknesses are also rougher. This observation is true for the three
selectivities, albeit lower selectivities have lower resist heights. Higher the resist height, greater
will be the tolerance for the subsequent pattern transfer to Silicon. It is also important to note that
resist morphology of the top-substrate for lower line-widths will not contribute to the subsequent
pattern transfers, but the sidewall roughness below the top resist gradient will strongly affect the
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Silicon pattern transfer. Thus, for the height averaged LER calculation, the top abrasive substrate
is not considered. As S = 3.5 leads to a final Seff =2.55, a selectivity reported for the popular Ar/O2
etch chemistry, we employ S=3.5 for subsequent multi-stage LER comparisons.

4.3.5

Multi-stage LER comparisons

Figure 4.10: LER variation for the three process stages: anneal, pre-etch and post-etch for the left and right edge of
the three domains. Top surface is abrasive for the dry-etched resists.
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The pre-etch and anneal morphology are the same from chapter 3. As expected from earlier section,
the top surface is abrasive as compared to the anneal and pre-etch morphologies. The resist height
is also lower post-etch. As evident from figure 4.10 and figure 4.11, the height averaged LER is
highest for the anneal stage. Dry-etching after cooling the system below glass transition lowers
the LER. The sidewall roughness post-dry etch leads to increase in the roughness with a <LER> ht
= 2.93 nm. This is in contrast to the solvent etching <LER> in the previous trial which was almost
same in magnitude with the pre-etch value.

Figure 4.11: Height averaged LER comparison for the three domains for the three process stages: anneal, pre-etch
and post-dry etch. Anneal phase has the highest average LER followed by post-dry etch and then pre-etch.

Even though this magnitude was similar in magnitude, the power spectral density showed higher
contribution for low frequencies for post-solvent etch and higher contribution for high frequencies
for pre-etch morphologies. This observation is not true for the post-dry etch morphology power
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spectral density as seen in figure 4.12. The order followed in the space domain holds true in the
frequency domain. On average, PSDanneal > PSDpost-etch > PSDpre-etch.

Figure 4.12: Power-spectral density plots for the three process stages. PSD follows the same order as the average
LER magnitude with PSDanneal > PSDpost-etch > PSDpre-etch.
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4.3.6

Dry-etching for substrate with topography

The dry-etching trials described in the earlier section have been performed on a flat substrate.
These trials were repeated for a substrate with topography at Vz = 0.01 / and P =10 mTorr and
S = 2.5. The morphology at five different times is seen in figure 4.13. At higher etch times, the
topography caused by the pinning leads to incomplete PMMA removal. The etching is assumed to
be completed in figure 4.13, tetch~ 100%. If the etching is carried out further, the residual PMMA
will be removed but it will also lead to further depletion in the final resist height. This is especially
an issue for the pinned domain. Experimentally, the etching tool has a sensor for the outgassed
material. When the sensor detects any Si material, the etching is stopped. To reach the Si
compounded substrate, the etch will first have to remove the neutral brushing leading to further
loss in resist height. Hence, as an experimentalist calibration of the etch tool and the BCP system
is essential to optimize the etching time so as to stop the etching prior to consumption of the neutral
brushing. The removal of the substrate (neutral brush) is outside the purview of this study and is
not explored leading to issues near substrate gradient.
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Figure 4.13: Kinetic evolution of a resist for a substrate with topography. P=10m Torr, V z = 0.01 / and S=2.5.
Close to tetch , PMMA is not completely removed near patterned line gradient.

4.3.7

Model validation

Lastly, as in the previous chapter the height averaged roughness values are compared with the
experimental SEM images from equivalent trials. The SEM image used, the methodology for
image processing and edge detection has been described in chapter 3. The dry-etch model holds in
close agreement with the LER values obtained from the experiments. Although the LWR values
are slightly higher, it performs slightly better than the solvent etching model. Considering the fact
that these simulations are Coarse-Grained with a coarse-graining of 1 nm, under the various
assumption of dry-etching, the sufficiently close agreement are encouraging results. This model
can be further improved upon by accounting for cross-linking of the PS surface upon interaction
with the etch-beads. This will especially help in smoothening out the abrasive top surface. Other
possible improvements in the model include account for Oxygen radicals by incorporating
reactive-ion etching in addition to the current ion-bombardment mechanism.
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Figure 4.14: Model validation by comparing the experimental SEM image roughness values with CGMD dry-etch and
CGMD wet-etch from chapter 3.
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4.4

SUMMARY

A dry-etching model has been developed to study the removal of PMMA. Two types of etch beads
are defined that consumes each of the BCP phases. Parameters like etch bead z-velocity, etch
selectivity, etch gas pressure, etch bead interaction strength, frequency of BCP/etch bead removal
are optimized. A soft cosine pair-wise potential defines the inter-etch bead interaction. Stronger
the energy prefactor higher was the spread in the Vx and Vy, possibly leading to a more isotropic
etch. Making the etch completely anisotropic by reducing the Vx and Vy to zero leads to defective
etching with incomplete PMMA removal. For the different etch gas pressures attempted, P = 20
and 30 mTorr lead to issues with etch porosity. Hence, P=10 mTorr was chosen for subsequent
trials. Three etch gas selectivities were studied and the kinetic evolution and instantaneous
effective selectivity was assessed. For the three selectivities, the resist morphology was studied by
evaluating the line-width and line edge roughness over the film thickness. Subsequently, a multistage roughness evaluation was performed at anneal, pre-etch and post-etch stages of the process.
The roughness magnitude was highest in the anneal stage followed by post-etch and pre-etch. This
observation was also true on average in the frequency domain for both low and high frequencies.
The trials were also performed on a substrate with topography highlighting issues near the
substrate gradient close to tetch = 100%. Finally, the height averaged sidewall roughness was
compared to values obtained from experimental SEM images.
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CHAPTER 5
BCP FORMULATION VARIATION: EFFECT ON ROUGHNESS AND DEFECTIVITY

In this chapter, simulations were performed to optimize the line and space patterns formed in
chapter 3 and chapter 4. Two of the main issues for DSA with LiNe flow are high defectivity and
LER values higher than competing technologies. In chapter 3-4, DSA LiNe flow for a monodispersed PS-b-PMMA of molecular weight 26,000-b-26,000 gmol-1 was studied. Subsequently,
the edge roughness analysis pre-and-post wet/dry etch was evaluated. In the first part of this
chapter we study the effect of using a BCP with a bimodal distribution for the molecular weight,
essentially a blend of two BCPs with the same average molecular weight as the BCP in chapter 3
and chapter 4. The blend morphology is evaluated for LiNe edge roughness as well as its tendency
form defects as compared to a single BCP system. Next, systems that form defects are studied
further by incorporating small fractions of homopolymers in the monodispersed BCP mixture. The
effect of dry-etching on the defects are also analyzed. In the last part of this chapter, the effect of
addition of oligomeric additives is studied.

5.1

BCP BLENDS: EFFECT ON EDGE ROUGHNESS

One of the most popular methods used for BCP synthesis by polymer chemists is anionic
polymerization. Although, the control on polydispersity is substantially better than competing
methods, obtaining completely monodispersed polymers is quite rare. The average molecular
weight is offset too many a times. This can be a major issue for DSA applications were in the line
spacing is strongly affected by domain size and the BCP average molecular weight. A get around
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used by manufacturers is to use blends of different BCPs such that the average molecular weight
of the blend and the BCP spacing is the targeted value. It is thus important to know the effect of
these blends on edge roughness and its ability to form defect free structures as compared to the
monodispersed BCP. To blend schemes of average molecular weight 26,000-b-26,000 have been
studied along with the default monodispersed scheme-1.
Scheme 1 (default), PS-b-PMMA: 26,000-b-26,000 gmol-1, N121 (100 %)
Scheme 2, PS-b-PMMA: 28,000-b-28,000 gmol-1, N129 (50 %) and 24,000-b-24,000 gmol-1
N112 (50%)
Scheme 3, PS-b-PMMA: 30,000-b-30,000 gmol-1, N139 (50 %) and 22,000-b-22,000 gmol-1 ,
N102 (50%)

For better fundamental understanding, it is important to analyze the distribution of the two blends,
both at a higher temperature during anneal and at a lower pre-etch cooled temperature. As seen in
figure 5.1, the interfacial BCP width is higher for the anneal phase for the blends and the BCP
domains have a higher spread at higher temperature. More interestingly, it is observed that the
lower molecular weight BCP has a slight preference to self-assemble at the domain edge (BCP
interface) as opposed to the higher molecular weight that prefers domain centers.
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Figure 5.1: Concentration plots for scheme-2 on left and scheme-3 on right for the anneal and pre-etch process stage.
Lower molecular weights have a preference to self-assemble near the domain edge while higher molecular weight
prefers the domain centers

This preference is more prominent for scheme-3 in which the difference in the molecular weight
of the two blend components is higher than scheme-2. This arrangement of the two blends can be
explained by entropic constraints that are imposed on the lower chain lengths. The chains want to
remain in less stretched state. Hence the lower chain lengths will prefer to be near the edge close
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to the covalently bonded BCP from the neighboring domain reducing the chain stretching. The
higher chain length can thus move to the center of the domain as it will be stretched lesser than its
counterpart thus leading to the lowest free energy state for the system.

As the concentration spread for the components of the blends is realized, it is still important to
understand how the blend changes the BCP morphology, including the edge profile. In figure 5.2,
the Line-Width and LWR is plotted against the film thickness for the two-blend Scheme-2 and
Scheme-3 and compared with default Scheme-1. The gradient is higher for the blends for the
pinned domain as seen in the Line-Width plots. The average Line-Width is not fairly different for
the three schemes. A small distinction can be made at the extremities of the domains, with scheme1 being rougher on average near the bottom substrate. The preference for scheme-1 to spread on
the bottom substrate is more noticeable in the LER plots (figure 3), thus leading to rougher resists
near the bottom substrate.
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Figure 5.2: Line-Width Roughness (LWR) and Line-Width vs film thickness for the two blends, scheme-2 and
scheme-3 compared to the scheme-1 in default. BCP blends have a slight gradient in the Line-Width especially for the
pinned domain.
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Figure 5.3: Line-Edge Roughness vs film thickness for the left and right edges for the three resist domains for the BCP
blends: scheme-2 and scheme-3 compared with the default scheme-1. Non-blend Line-flow have more roughness at
the bottom substrate

These deviations we see in the morphology are minor and not that significant to the default trials.
The average roughness bar graphs seen in figure 5.4 a-b, further confirm the fact the blends of
similar average molecular weights do not strongly affect average roughness for the molecular
weights studied. Thus, the strategy employed by chemists, including our collaborators, of using
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blends of known molecular weights such that the BCP period of the blend matches the target seems
to be unhindered from a roughness perspective.

Figure 5.4 a) Height averaged roughness values (LER and LWR) for the two blends schemes-2 and schemes-3 as
compared to the default scheme-1. b) LER averaged values for the left and right edge for the three resist domains.
There is not significant difference in the roughness for the two blend schemes and the non-blend scheme.
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5.2

BCP and homopolymer blends: effect on defectivity

Apart from roughness, the blends also need to be evaluated for its ability to form defect free
structures. The LiNe flow trials described in chapter 3, are repeated for the three schemes. Five
different unbiased initial states are studied. Systems with propensity to form defects are also
sensitive to initial co-ordinates (after equilibration). Hence multiple trials with different initial
conditions are desired for the same set of parameters The BCP morphology is evaluated and the
trajectory is saved every 200,000 steps. The first frame when the BCP forms defect free structure
is recorded as the time required to completely annihilate all defects. Not all non-ideal lamellae can
be considered as defects (figure 5.5)

Figure 5.5: Morphologies seen for LiNe DSA flow. Lowest free energy state lamellae are desired. Angled lamellae
are simulation artifacts and bridging are known defects.

An ideal defect lamellae will have the domains parallel to each other with no bridging between
neighboring domains of the same monomer. This will be the global minima and the lowest free
energy state, both in experiments and simulations. An anomaly in the form of angled lamellae
(with respect to the substrate patterning) can also be formed. This would be a local minima free
energy state, but such a morphology is not observed in experiments. This is a simulation artifact
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probably formed by a limited box size. These results are not considered, and the trials are repeated
with a different initial condition. Lastly, the system can also form defects like micro-bridge and
dislocation defects. These are local minima free energy states which are seen both in simulations
and experiments. The system is kinetically trapped and required further annealing to escape the
potential well.

Figure 5.6: Ease of lamellae formation for the three schemes. Higher difference in the molecular weights of the two
BCPs, more is tendency to form defects

As can be seen in figure 5.6, higher difference in chain lengths for the blends makes it more
susceptible to defects. While scheme-2 required longer times for almost all trials attempted as
compared to the defaults in scheme-1, its propensity to form defects is substantially lower than the
scheme-3. The lower mobility by the longer chains nullifies the more mobile shorter chains for the
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system to remain kinetically trapped for scheme-3 trials. It is important to note here that pinning
width = 16nm ~ 0.6L0. The L0 corresponds to Scheme-1 BCP bulk pitch of 28nm. There may be
some other pinning-width and pinning width interactions that reduces the inclination of scheme-3
to form defects.

Another popular strategy employed by polymer chemist to keep the BCP period constant
irrespective of the batch-to-batch variation in synthesis is to mix small fractions of homopolymer
(HP) blends to the system. These blends are mixed so as to keep the total PS to PMMA fraction
constant. In our simulations, we also keep the total site density same for the homopolymer + BCP
system as the monodispersed BCP system. A distinction from the non-homopolymer blend trials
from the homopolymer blend is that the initial coordinates for the three systems being compared
is the same for the latter. Hence, the effect of different initial state will not affect the simulations.
In figure 5.7, the initial coordinates are the same unbiased state for all the three trials, with varied
amount of homopolymers in the blend at constant total site density.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of homopolymer addition on defectivity. 5% homopolymer addition helps in the ease of lamellae
formation, adding 10% greatly increases the odds of forming a defect

Adding small quantities of homopolymer (~ 5 %) leads to lower annealing times whereas adding
around 10% of homopolymers substantially affects the defect annihilation times. Homopolymer
have a smaller chain length and offers more mobility than the BCP. As the homopolymer beads
diffuse through the system, it helps the BCPs to escape from the kinetically trapped defect state.
Increasing the amount of HP substantially, moves the system away from the default equilibrium
that was achieved for the pinning width and pinning interactions for a default system.

Defects can be of different kinds. Simple micro-bridges as seen in figure 5.5 are easily annihilated
by annealing the system further. If the width of this bridge is close to ~0.5L0 then the defect would
be bridge defect as opposed to a micro-bridge. These are comparatively more stable but seldom
propagate entirely throughout the film thickness. On the other hand, defects like dislocations have
deeper depth in their potential well and requires significant energy to be nullified. A question also
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arises on the location of these dislocation defects: do they occur on the pinned domain or over the
neutral substrates? Does the bottom substrate and the patterned substrate affect the defectivity
across the film thickness? New simulations on a larger box were carried out to possibly answer
these questions.

The default box size described in chapter 3 and chapter 4 have only one patterning per simulation
box. This limits our ability to pinpoint the exact location of the dislocation. Hence new trials were
performed on a larger box size, with twice the size in the direction perpendicular to the patterning.

Figure 5.8: Larger simulation box with two PS patterning line in the x-direction. a) shows only PS domains with
dislocations b) shows entire BCP defect morphology with the box dimension

There are now two patterned substrate lines on the substrate. Various initial conditions are tested
so as to simulate dislocation defects. The system morphology for a dislocation defect is seen in
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figure 5.8. Two defects are observed. One of the resists above the patterned line (pinned domain)
is a defect less lamellae while the other is not. It cannot be said for certain that more dislocation
defects will be seen over the pinning line strip as opposed to the neutral substrate. Even though the
system is double the size as the default box, the defect density is still greatly exaggerated as
compared to the experiments. These simulations are computationally expensive and do not scale
linearly with the box size, thus limiting lower defect densities that could be studied.
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5.3

ETCHING DEFECTIVE SYSTEMS

Post self-assembly, the morphology is analyzed by a scanning electron microscopy imaging of the
system. SEM images only provides a 2-D top view image of the LiNe flow system. More
sophisticated techniques like STEM can provide a 3-D tomogram but have yet to be integrated into
industrial processes. 3-D tomograms are essential as the morphologies can have hidden defects
that may not visible in top-views. These defects may be located at a lower film thickness close to
the bottom substrate, but a 2-D SEM image can make the experimentalist conclude that the
morphology is defect free. A defect free system is subsequently etched generally using a dryetching scheme. As the etching process is not completely ideal, some of the PMMA phase is also
consumed along with the resist PS phase. Thus, there lies a possibility for some of the defects,
especially those at a higher film thickness that can be annihilated by appropriate etch chemistry
and etching parameters. For this purpose, three systems were considered that were etched using
the parameters described in chapter 4.

Figure 5.9: Defective BCP systems chosen for etching studies. System-I has three defects(A,B, and C) located at
different locations across the film thickness. Defect C is hidden. System-II has a micro-bridge defect and system III
has a dislocation propagated through the film thickness.
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The morphology before etching as shown in figure 5.9 is not the lowest free energy state but were
chosen as each of them represented interesting cases with distinct defects. System-I had three
defects (A, B, and C). A and B are defects away from the bottom substrate, but C is close to the
bottom substrate. System-II has only one micro-bridge defect and system-III has a dislocation that
is propagated across the film thickness. For all the three systems, etching is performed at a constant
pressure, P = 10 mTorr and Vz = 0.01 /. The etch selectivity is a variable.

In figure 5.10, four selectivities, S = 1.5, 2.5, 5.5, 10.5 are studied and the morphology is observed
at five snapshots. In these images tetch, is the morphology frame at 100% PMMA removal. For
S=1.5, 2.5, and 5.5after around half the tetch, A and B defects that are away from the bottom
substrate are annihilated as the PMMA selective etch beads consume the PMMA bridges and the
PS selective etch beads consume the its PS counterpart. If the etching was stopped at ½ tetch and
imaged using SEM, the system would appear to be defect free as the underlying defect C is not
seen. Further etching would reveal the underlying defects as seen in the snapshots at ¾ tetch and
tetch for S = 1.5, 2.5, and 5.5. For higher etch selectivity as in S=10.5, the number of PS selective
etch beads are substantially lower than PMMA selective etch beads. Thus, ½ tetch is not sufficient
time to annihilate defect A and defect B for the highest selectivity attempted. At complete tetch,
none of the selectivities can annihilate the microbridge of the resist from the pinned domain to
unpinned-left domains. Lower selectivities, also leads to missing resist line at complete PMMA
removal for S =1.5 and 2.5
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Figure 5.10: Etching on a defective morphology for system-I. Four selectivities are attempted. Those defects away
from the bottom substrate are annihilated. Lower selectivities remove these defects quicker but lead to missing PS
lines at complete PMMA removal.
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For system-II, there exist only a microbridge between the middle resist domain and unpinned-right
resist domain. This resist is close to the top-air interface and thus would be detectable in an
experimental SEM image. It might appear that this system would be unviable for further processing
and the manufacturer might discard it. As in system-I, etching is performed at P = 10 mTorr and
Vz = 0.01/ with a variable etch selectivity.
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Figure 5.11: Etching on a defective morphology for system-II with only one micro-bridge defect. Four selectivities
are attempted. Lower selectivity leads to faster defect annihilation via etching.

As seen in figure 5.11, etching the system causes the microbridge to be removed for most
selectivities attempted. For S = 1.5 and 2.5 the micro-bridge is annihilated at ½ tetch. For higher
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selectivities, owing to lower number of PS selective etch beads higher etching time is required.
For S=5.5, the defect is removed at snapshot ¾ tetch and for S=10.5, the etch is removed close to
tetch. As long as the defect is annihilated before complete PMMA removal, the etching system will
be effective in defect annihilation. Higher etch selectivity requires longer time for defect
annihilation but the system at complete PMMA removal will have higher resist height leading to
more resist for subsequent Silicon processing.

The last defect system etched is a dislocation defect in system-III. Two defects E and F seen. Note
that F is propagated through the periodic y-direction and exist close to top-air interface. E defect
is close to the bottom substrate. Figure 5.12 shows the snapshot for etch selective S = 2.5, P=10
mTorr and Vz = 0.01/. E defect is annihilated around ¾ tetch. Whereas the F defect that is
propagated through the film thickness cannot be annihilated for all the parameters attempted.

Figure 5.12: Effect of etching on defective system-III with a dislocation defect. S = 2.5, P=10 mTorr and Vz = 0.01 /.
Dislocation defect that propagates through the film thickness is not annihilated.

This defect etching study thus sheds light on the possibility of annihilation of certain defects. While
lower selectivities leads to lower resist height as seen in chapter 4, it does possess the ability to
effectively annihilate certain defects.
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5.4

ADDITIVES STUDY FOR ROUGHNESS REDUCTION

In the previous chapter and in section 5.1 of the current chapter, we have evaluated the roughness
estimates from CGMD simulations. The average LER for the different lines for various simulations
had values ~ 2.5-3.0 nm. This LER is the post-PMMA etch LER. The pattern transfer to the
subsequent Silicon leads to reduction in LER comparable to the sub-2nm ITRS requirement. The
high post-PMMA LER values could be attributed to either the inherent PS-b-PMMA interfacial
width or to the possible imperfection caused by etching. The possible strategy to mitigate high
roughness should be able to alter the probable causes. One such possible solution was to use to
oligomeric additives that would self-assemble at the PS and PMMA interface. These polymeric
chains, with substantially lower molecular weight than the BCP should be thermodynamically
driven to the interface.

The goal of this study was to first elucidate the necessary conditions required to achieve the
favorable self-assembly and subsequently analyze the effectives of the strategy to help mitigate
the roughness. Some of the parameters varied include: oligomer chain length, additive
concentration (expressed as percentage of the total polymeric content in the system), and the type
of interaction of the oligomer with the BCP. The oligomer here is coarse-grained like PS (4
molecules = 1 CG bead ~ 400 g mol-1). Table 5.1 summarizes the interaction of the oligomeric
beads with other beads in the simulation.
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Table 5.1: Interactions of the various types of additives with other bead types in the simulation.

Oligomer

PS

PMMA

Oligomer

Neutral
brush

PS mat

PS attractive
additive

Attractive LJ

Repulsive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

PS repulsive
additive

Repulsive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Repulsive LJ

Neutral
additive

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

Attractive LJ

In the simulations attempted, PS repulsive oligomer was much more resistive to lamellae formation
than PS attractive or neutral additive. The system would get stuck in a defective state that would
be difficult to annihilate. Hence, for the detailed analysis PS attractive and neutral additives were
preferred. Figure 5.13 shows a sample morphology formation for 3X multiplication, neutral
additives (2.5%) of chain length N13. A large fraction of the oligomeric chains was self-assembled
at the BCP interface. A similar observation was true for neutral oligomers of lower chain length
and 2X multiplications, though the fraction assembled varied. Figure 5.14 gives a more detailed
understanding of the effect of chain length and concentration.
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Figure 5.13: Morphology formed for neutral N7 additive for 3X multiplication. Black beads show additives

These trials were performed for neutral oligomers but on a substrate with 2X multiplication. In
figure 5.14a, we see that for an additive concentration of 2.5%, we observe that the shorter chains
(N1) spread across the domains more than the longer chains. Higher chain lengths (N5 and N10)
have larger fraction of oligomeric beads at the BCP interface. The same trend held true for an
additive concentration of 5%.

Next, the oligomeric chain length was kept fixed at N5 and the concentration was varied from 2.510% (figure 5.14b). We observe that lower concentrations have larger fractions at the interface.
Higher the concentration, more will be the number of beads at the interface, but the fraction of the
total oligomeric beads is lower indicating more spreading and swelling of the BCP domains.
Similar trials were performed for PS attractive oligomers, but their efficacy was much lower than
neutral oligomers. Additives that are repulsive to both PS and PMMA formed poor morphology
due to high degree of agglomeration of the oligomers leading the trials inviable. We could
summarize the following from the study:
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•

Neutral additives have the highest tendency to self-assemble at the interface. If the additive
prefers PS, shorter chains will show a slight preference to the interface.

•

For neutral additives, chain lengths of N5-N10 (~ 2,000-4000 gmol-1) were the most
suitable.

•

For neutral additives, concentration of 2.5-5% of the total polymeric content (BCP +
additive) is ideal.

Figure 5.14: a) Effect of oligomeric chain length for 2.5 % neutral additive concentration and substrate 2X
multiplication. b) Effect of oligomeric concentration for N5 neutral oligomers and 2X substrate.

Although the earlier trials tried to find the necessary conditions to drive the additives at the PS and
PMMA interface, there still lies question on how effective the strategy would be to reduce the edge
roughness. To answer these concerns, we compare the morphology of a pre-etch system with no
additive with a neutral additive system. The substrate has 3X multiplication (with 6 BCP
interfaces), no topography in both the cases and the additive trials have a concentration of 2.5%.
Two oligomeric chain lengths of N7 and N10 were studied.
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Figure 5.15: Effect of additives on the BCP interfacial width

Figure 5.15 shows a slight increase in the interfacial BCP-width due to the additives. This increase
was higher on average for the lower chain of N7 as compared to N13. Interestingly, the width of
the additive phase (concentration spread) was substantially higher (> 1nm) for both the chain
lengths as compared to their respective BCP interfacial widths. Optimally designed additives can
thus possible protect the edges from the incoming dry etching ions and in-turn preserve the BCP
interface.

One of the drawbacks of addition of these oligomers is that a substantial fraction self-assembles in
the center of the domains and not just at the BCP interface. This leads to poor efficacy and material
wastage. The additives can also lead to issues especially in an industry like the semiconductor
industry wherein high purity products are desired. An alternative way to protect the edges was to
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manipulate the BCP architecture by using BCPs with a small pendant group and a tri-block BCP
with a smaller third block in between PS and PMMA (figure 5.16)

Figure 5.16: BCP structure manipulation with additives

As can be seen in figure 5.17, the third block beads self-assemble at the interface with no wastage
in the PS or PMMA domains. Interestingly, the BCP interfacial width is always lower than the PSPMMA concentration spread at the BCP interface suggesting possible protection from incoming
dry-etch ions. As the chain length is only N1, the protection offered might not be sufficient for
substantial protection. Higher chain lengths made it difficult to form lamellae as the system got
stuck in a defective state.
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Figure 5.17: a) Concentration spread for tri-BCP. Additives self-assemble at the BCP interface with minimum
wastage. b) Interfacial width for PS-PMMA and third block BCP spread.

Similar trials have been performed for BCPs with a pendant group at the PS and PMMA interface.
In figure 5.18a, for a pendant chain length of N2, three types of pendant-BCP interactions have
been attempted. The pendant can either be neutral, PS attractive or PS repulsive. The repulsive
pendant on average has taller and narrower peaks. The pendant spread width is 6.2nm, 5.9nm, and
5.5nm for neutral, PS attractive, and PS repulsive pendants respectively. In figure 5.18b, the effect
of pendant chain length is analyzed for pendants repulsive to PS and PMMA. Longer chains are
taller and spread more and hence better protection from dry-etching is expected from N5. Trials
with pendant chain length N10 were attempted but were highly resistive to lamellae formation.
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Figure 5.18: a) Concentration spread for the pendant group for three pendant types for N2. b) Effect of chain length
for pendants repulsive to PS and PMMA.

These encouraging results can pave way for a more comprehensive, multi-faceted roughness
mitigation strategy in the efforts to meet the desired ITRS targets.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK: NEXT-GENERATION LITHOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIES

As the demands for Moore’s Law continue to push for smaller, miniaturized devices, the current
photolithography techniques aided with photomasks and optical masks corrections is eventually
expected to reach its limitation2. Critics of photolithography have been predicting its demise for
many years now, but resourcefulness of the semiconductor industry in optimizing the current
technology by developments like 3-D integration has flourished photolithography as the industry
favorite technology3.

Alternatives like Directed Self-Assembly although is expected to be economically viable and can
form technology nodes of similar order as photolithography, face bottlenecks due to high LER and
defectivity. Efforts are in place in the industry and academia alike to tackle these holdup issues.
Once these issues are solved, DSA can possibly be commercialized for the 14 nm node but forming
lamellae domains sub-10 nm would be a major challenge. PS-b-PMMA with a BCP period of 2830 nm is expected to have a BCP interfacial width of greater than 4 nm. This interfacial width does
not scale linearly with the molecular weight of the BCP 4. Thus, to form smaller nodes, when BCP
with lower molecular weight are used, the problems of LER is expected to get worse. Moreover,
the BCP interaction strength, χN will be lower, leading to a lesser driving force for the BCP phaseseparation. Using high-χ BCPs like Poly(styrene-b-(lactic acid-alt-glycolic acid))5 is a prospect
that has been explored. These BCPs can theoretically form smaller domains, but the issues with
defectivity is worse than BCP with moderate to low χ values. PS-b-PMMA, has similar affinity to
the air layer (or to a neutral gas like N 2 or Ar). With most high- χ BCPs, the two monomers have
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contrasting interaction with air layer leading to a preferential phase separation that is non-uniform
close to the BCP-air interface. Hence, a protecting layer in the form of a top-coat is required for
many of the DSA with high-χ BCPs.

The current consensus among semi-conductor industry professionals seem to be that unless the
issues of high defectivity and LER are solved soon, it will be highly unlikely that DSA will be
commercialized anytime soon. When these issues are overcome, DSA might not be the technology
for the manufacture of latest processors in the coming years but can still be an excellent economical
choice for the future ‘entry level’ processors that some may characterize as high-end today. Apart
from logic nodes, DSA’s potential in storage devices still looks bright. To digitalize the entire
globe on a budget, it is crucial that the industry does not part with this technology and invest its
time and resources in the research and development of DSA.
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6.1

6.1.1

NANOPATTERNS USING OLIGOMERIC SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS

INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are organic films that are formed by oligomeric materials by
covalently bonding to solid surfaces. They have been used to impart functionality to surfaces
modifying their surface properties like adhesion, friction, hydrophilicity, and protection against
lithograpgy.7-9 These molecules are extremely thin (~1-3 nm) and can be controlled to uniformly
coat surfaces.8 Among the popular SAMs, alkanethiols have been used popularly to modify
surfaces because of the high stability offered by their SAM structures. 10-12 These SAMs can be
used in variety of industrial nanotechnological applications, in particular for microelectronics and
semiconductor industry13-14. Alkanethiols are generally self-assembled on metals like Gold using
bifunctional oligomers13.

Figure 6.1: Schematic of using SAMs with atomic layer deposition adapted from Park et. al7
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Alternatively, there are organic molecules like octadecylsiloxane7 that are attached to Si or SiO2
substrates via self-assembly. As Si still remains the favorite for the industry due to the vast
expertise, infrastructure and knowledge developed over the years, the oligomers that form SAMs
on Si based surfaces are of more interest for lithographic studies. These SAMs aided with other
lithographic techniques can be used to form nanolithographic patterns (<10 nm) in order to
compete with lithographic technologies of the future like EUV with higher NA. The SAMs can be
economically deposited on a patterned monolayer by site selective deposition like microcontact
printing lithography15, nanografting16, dip-pen nanolithography17-18 etc. Post self-assembly and
removal of access material, a topographic surface is formed which can act as a base for atomic
layer deposition to form a metal-dielectric pattern (figure 6.1).
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6.1.2

MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

A surfactant-based model is employed for the SAM simulations 19. This model was first introduced
by Telo de Gamma and Gubbins20 followed by Grest et al21 and Smit et. al22. The model has been
popularly used for amphiphilic short to moderately chained organic molecules with one end being
hydrophilic and other being hydrophobic. These oligomeric chains can be single-chained, dimeric
or trimeric, architectures popular among gemini surfactants 23 with spacer molecules.

For the current work, the oligomeric chains are described with beads and springs. The chains have
a terminal head and a longer tail, the head being hydrophilic and the tail hydrophobic. This
definition can be interchanged as per the requirement. The beads are joined together by a harmonic
spring and non-bonded interact with appropriate versions of long-range Lenard Jones potentials.
As in Maiti et. al.19, the model currently does not assume any bond bending or dihedral potential
as the Kuhn-length for these short-chained polymers are sufficiently small.

The size of the coarse-grained bead in the model is 𝜎 = 0.34 nm and a bead mass of m = 36 g/mol.
The default Lenard-Jones potential strength for all pair-wise interactions is 𝜖 = 2.5 kJ/mol. All the
simulations are carried out a reduced temperature 𝜏= 1.0 ~ 300 K for about 7 ns. The like beads
interact with a tail-corrected Lenard Jones potential as described below:
𝜎 12

𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡 (𝑟) = {

𝑆𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) = {
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4
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𝑟1 < 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

equation 6.1

equation 6.2

The unlike beads interact with the Weeks-Chandler Anderson potential,
𝜎 12
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equation 6.3

𝑟>2 σ

The short-ranged interactions are defined by a harmonic potential:
𝑈(𝑟) =

1
2

𝑘(𝑟 − 𝑟0 )2

equation 6.4

k = harmonic spring constant = 30 𝜖σ-2
r0 = equilibrium bond length = 1.2 σ

The site density for the oligomer is kept constant at 0.85 beads / σ-3
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6.1.3

RESULTS

Prior to the simulations on a representative substrate, bulk simulations were performed to study
the self-assembly under the conditions above. The chain lengths studied were: N3 (118 gmol-1),
N5 (180 gmol-1), N8 (288 gmol-1), and N10 (360 gmol-1) and the length of the simulation box
was 30σ in each dimension. The morphologies at equilibrium are shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.2: Bulk self assembly of the oligomer. Higher chain length has lower percentage of head groups.

For all these chain lengths, only one terminal bead per chain is hydrophilic and the rest of the chain
is hydrophobic. For lower chain lengths, as the total percentage of hydrophilic chains in the system
is high, agglomeration of these chains is observed leading to formation of larger domains as
compared to the higher chain lengths. For the subsequent trials, N5 and N10 were chosen as the
default chain lengths for the systems.
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6.1.3.1

Self-assembled monolayer on a substrate

For the trials with substrate, the oligomeric interactions and density is kept same as the previous
section. The oligomer self-assembles on a substrate that has three layers of beads that are
hexagonally packed. The bead size of the substrate is same as that of the oligomer, σ=0.34 nm.
The substrate thickness is 2.5 σ ~ 0.85 nm. Trials were first performed on a substrate that is
completely biased (figure 6.2a), i.e. all the beads on the substrate are selective. In this case, the
substrate beads have a preference to the hydrophilic head of the oligomer and are defined by an
attractive potential while the hydrophobic tail is defined by a repulsive LJ potential. Chemically,
the hydrophilic bead has a functional group like hydroxyl or thionyl group that has a propensity to
form a permanent bond with the functionalized substrate. The model implemented assumes that
the head bead bonds permanently with the substrate with 50% probability if the two beads are
within (𝝈+0.1). This probability is a variable and lower values lead to slower kinetics.

The second type of substrate is patterned with only a part of it having a preference to the oligomeric
head (figure 6.2b). The beads shown in purple in figure 6.2b are attractive to the hydrophilic head
and repulsive to the hydrophobic tail.
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Figure 6.3 a) Biased bottom substrate with beads attractive to the oligomer head beads. Head beads within the etch
radii has a 50% probability to be permanently bonded with the substrate. b) Patterned substrate with the patterned line
(purple) being attractive to the head beads and can form a permanent bond with 50% probability. Patterned beads are
repeulsive to the oliogmer tail. The non-patterned substrate( yellow0 can either be biased opposite to the patterned or
neutral. c) Morphology of the beads after the self-assembly phase and subsequent washing on a biased unpatterned
substrate

After the self-assembly, the simulation is stopped when the number of chains being tethered to the
substrate reaches saturation. Tests are different parameters revealed that this equilibrium is reached
around ~ 7ns. The next phase involves removal of those oligomeric chains that are not tethered to
the substrate. Experimentally this is achieved by washing the substrate with a benign solvent. In
our simulations, this is achieved by simple deletion of the untethered chains (figure 6.2c)

For both these substrate, different film thicknesses were studied keeping other parameters constant.
The morphology for N5=180 g/mol post-self-assembly and post-washing are shown in figure 6.3
for four film thicknesses = 5, 10, 20, and 25. The results seen have some similarities with
flat substrate trials in chapter 2. Increasing the film thickness, results in a greater number of head162

domains sandwiched. While 5 has two surface domains and no middle domains, increasing the
film thickness to 10, 20, and 25 leads to formation of additional 1, 2 and 3 middle domains.
These trials were also repeated for oligomeric chain length of N10 ~ 360 g/mol. For the higher
chain length, lower film thicknesses cause higher confinement effects leading to discrepancies in
the simulations. Hence only film thicknesses of 15, 20, and 25 were considered for N10 trials
and the subsequent patterned substrate trials. The chain tethering and surface coverage statistics
are recorded in figure 6.3b-c for these simulations. Higher molecular weight oligomers cause steric
hindrance towards bead tethering. The approach of head beads to the substrate is hindered by the
longer tail of N10. Hence the number of beads tethered is lower for N10 as compared to N5.
Interestingly, higher molecular weight oligomer will have higher coverage owing to a greater
number of beads per oligomeric chain, even for lower tethering.
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Figure 6.4: a) Morphology after self-assembly and monolayer formation post washing for N5 = 180 g/mol for film
thickness = 5, 10, 20, and 25. b) bead tethering density for N5 = 180 g/mol and N10 = 360 g/mol as a function
of the film thickness. Lower chain lengths have higher tethering density. c) Surface coverage vs film thickness for two
molecular weights. Higher molecular weights will have higher coverage even though it has lower bead tethering
density.

6.1.3.2

Self-assembled monolayer on a patterned substrate

Next, trials were performed on a patterned substrate for N10 and N20 for film thicknesses 15,
20, and 25. The patterned beads are attractive to the oligomeric head beads and repulsive to the
oligomeric tail beads. The part of the substrate shown in yellow in figure 6.2b can either be neutral
and unbiased towards oligomers (patterned type-I) or be attractive towards oligomeric tail and
repulsive to the oligomeric head (patterned type-II). The morphology for the three film thicknesses
is shown for in figure 6.4a for N5 and figure 6.4b in N10 for patterned type-I substrate. The
patterned part for these substrates has a higher concentration for oligomeric heads while the
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unpatterned part does not have a strong preference for either of the beads. As seen in the
unpatterned substrate trials, the self-assembly morphology has higher middle head domains for
higher film thicknesses. For the patterned part of the substrate, the presence of oligomeric head
beads leads to a disruption in the middle domains above as compared to the middle domains above
the non-patterned part.

Figure 6.5: Patterned substrate (type-I) self-assembly and monolayer formation for a)N5 =180 g/mol and N10=360
g/mol. Higher moelculalr weights form taller mushroomed monolayer.

Interestingly, a mushrooming effect is seen once the untethered beads are washed away. The
oligomeric tail spreads outside the patterned substrate into the unpatterned one. This spread and
the height of the mushroomed self-assembly is higher for N10 as compared to N5 which expected
from the long oligomeric chain. The post-self-assembly washing leads to a similar monolayer
morphology after deletion of the untethered beads.
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Figure 6.6: Patterned substrate (type-II) self-assembly and monolayer formation for a)N5 =180 g/mol and N10=360
g/mol. Higher molecular weights form taller mushroomed monolayer as in patterned substrate type-1.

For the patterned type-II, a strong preferential bias is observed for the non-patterned part of the
self-assembly morphology by the oligomeric tail (highlighted in green in figure 6.5 a-b). The chain
tethering statistics for the mushroomed monolayer for film thickness of 20σ = 6.8 nm is shown in
figure 6.6. As seen in figure 6.6a, the average line-widths for the same chain length is higher for
the patterned type-I exhibiting higher spreading compared to type-II. The tail beads for the tethered
oligomers have enthalpic affinity to the unpatterned part of the substrate for patterned-type II
which leads to the higher spreading for these trials. For the same type of substrate, lower molecular
weight has a lower line-width and lower spreading. Lower MW oligomers also has higher tethering
density but lower total SAM coverage for the same substrate type as seen in figure 6.6 b-c. TypeI substrate also leads to higher tethering density on the patterned substrate for the same molecular
weight leading to a higher SAM coverage.
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Figure 6.7: Chain tethering statistics for substrate type-I and type-II for chain length N5= 180 g/mol and N10 = 360
g/mol. a) Line-Width statistics. b) Bead tethering density. c) Self-Assembled Monolayer surface coverage.
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6.1.4

SUMMARY

A Coarse-grained molecular dynamics model has been developed for studying its self-assembly
on a patterned substrate and completely unbiased substrate. This preliminary model along with the
early results serve as a proof of concept and can be altered depending on the specific system to be
studied. The molecular weights of the oligomer and the functionality of the patterned and
unpatterned substrate strongly determine the morphology of the patterned SAM line formed. By
changing the coarse-graining, interaction strength and associated bead mass, the SAM oligomer
and its interaction with the substrate can be made more specific for a closer comparison with
experiments.
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6.2 STOCHASTICS COARSE GRAINED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS FOR
EXTREME-ULTRAVIOLET RESISTS

6.2.1 INTRODUCTION
The immediate and as some industry experts point out as the more viable alternative to DSA is
Extreme Ultra-Violet Lithography (EUVL)24. Intel, the world-leader in semiconductor
technologies along with their collaborators are expected to start high-volume manufacturing of
transistors using EUVL by 202025. The investments in DSA by the semiconductor industry has
been fractional of that of EUVL, but issues persist that require quick solutions prior to the 2020
manufacturing deadline26. Experimental solutions to many of the EUV bottlenecks have been
developed over the last few years, but the fundamental understanding of many of the processes
remains poor. Continuum based models27-28 have been developed, but many of these models have
stochastics-based limitations and hence are not ideal to study stochastic effects like photon noise
and acid diffusion leading to non-idealities like LERs. It is therefore crucial to model the EUV
process using a non-continuum stochastic approach like coarse-grained molecular dynamics along
with Monte-Carlo simulations29-30.

In this section of the chapter, coarse-grained molecular dynamics model for EUV resist selfassembly and subsequent process modeling are introduced. The processes for the technologies are
explained along with the methodology for the simulation. Proof of working and some preliminary
results are then presented for various process phases.
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6.2.2

EUV PROCESS

Four stages can be defined and simulated to characterize the EUV process to obtain a nanopatterned resist (figure 6.7)31.

Figure 6.8: a) EUV process schematic b) Process stages and the individual components

In the self-assembly phase, the chemically amplified resist mixture is spin coated on the substrate.
This mixture comprises of a polymer resin resist, a photoactivated acid group (PAG) molecule,
and a base quencher32,33. The substrate on which this mixture is coated mainly be Silicon with a
layer of SiN. The polymer resin usually has a molecular weight between 5,000-10,000 g/mol with
an expected radius of gyration between 6-10 nm. Chemically, the resin will have a etch-barrier,
aliphatic backbone, acidic group and a protecting group. The etch-barrier provides the resist its
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material property. The acidic group provides solubility to the resin and the protecting group makes
it inert to removal by aqueous base solvents. The polymer resin can have different chemistries like
Poly(4-hydroxystyrene) type, acrylate type and a hybrid of the two.

Figure 6.9: Polymer resin types for chemically amplified EUV resists

PAG molecule will comprise between 5-10% of the total resist weight. It usually consists of
cationic and anionic part and interaction with a photon of a particular wavelength leads to
dissociation of the PAG molecule in phase II, photon absorption and acid generation. For EUV
resist, this wavelength will fall be around 13nm. Base quencher molecules are also photoactivated
and is expected to react with photoacid to limit acid diffusion and thus reduce line-edge roughness.

A crucial distinction for EUV resists from Deep UV is that apart from the photogeneration of the
acid from the PAG molecule either by photon absorption by the PAG molecule or by the resist and
subsequent energy transfer to PAG, EUV photon also generate photoelectrons by initial absorption
of photons. These photoelectrons along with the PAG acid further catalyze the deprotection
reactions. It is important to note here that the as compared to 193 nm lithography, the number of
photons are much lower in EUV and the energy per photon is thus significantly higher. The total
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energy of the doses for EUV are also much lower. The discrete nature of photons and molecules
in the resist and the interactions between them leads to more prominent stochastic defects failures.
Photon generation can be modeled as a random process with a Poisson distribution,

𝜎𝑁
𝑁

=

1
√𝑁

,

where N is the average number of photons and standard deviation of the number of photons is given by
𝜎𝑁 . As the photon density is quite low, any variability in this distribution can strongly affect the
PAG generation and subsequent deprotection leading to defects or high edge roughness. Just as in
193nm and 193nm immersion lithography, masks can be used with various nanopatterns to form
line and space patterns, contact holes or other specific patterns.

Post photoacid generation, the resist mixture is baked leading to acid diffuses through the resist in
third phase of the process – acid catalyzed deprotection. The photoacid along with the secondary
electrons catalyzes the deprotection reactions. The acid removes the deprotecting group making
the resin soluble in aqueous base solvents. Finally, in phase-IV, development, the deprotected resin
is carried away in the aqueous bath leaving behind a nano-pattern of the photo-resist.
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6.2.3

MODELING DETAILS

A bead-spring coarse-grained model is adopted for the polymer resist additive mixture. The size
of a coarse-grained bead,  = 1 nm. Assuming a Poly(4-hydroxystyrene) type polymer resin, a
coarse-grained bead is assumed to have about four 4-hydroxystyrene molecules ~ 400 g/mol. The
polymer molecular weight considered is 10,000 g/mol with a chain length of N25. A short ranged
fene bond potential is defined for the polymer resin. The PAG and base quencher molecules are
also defined as the same size as the polymer for the preliminary trials. The PAG and base quencher
short ranged interactions are defined with a harmonic bond.

𝑈ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 (𝑟) =

1
2

𝐾 (𝑟 − 𝑟0 )2

equation 6.4

k = harmonic spring constant = 30 𝜖σ-2
r0 = equilibrium bond length = 1.2 σ

Interaction with photons can break this bond leading to release of the PAG acid. Similar to the
SAM trials, the like interactions are defined by tail-corrected LJ potential,

𝜎 12

𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡 (𝑟) = {

𝑆𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) = {

4𝜀 [( 𝑟 )
0,
𝐶,
𝑎
3

𝜎 6

− ( 𝑟 ) ] + 𝑆𝐿𝐽 (𝑟)

𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

𝑟 > 𝑟𝑐
𝑟 < 𝑟1

𝑏

(𝑟 − 𝑟1 )3 + (𝑟 − 𝑟1 )4 + 𝐶,
4

𝑟1 < 𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐

The unlike beads interact with the Weeks-Chandler Anderson potential,
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equation 6.5

equation 6.6

𝜎 12

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝑟) = {
0,

4𝜀 [( )
𝑟

𝜎 6

−( ) ] ,
𝑟

1

𝑟  26 𝜎

1
6

equation 6.7

𝑟>2 σ

The depth of the potential well is assumed to  = 3.5 KJ/mol with a baking temperature of T=1.0
~390 K. The dimensions of the system are shown in figure 6.7b which corresponds to a system
size 85,800 beads at a resist site density of 0.85 beads/3. For phase-I, the system annealed for 0.5
million steps @ 0.01 τ timestep ~ 88 ns.
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6.2.4

6.2.4.1

RESULTS

Phase-I (Self-Assembly)

The resist mixture of the polymer, PAG and base quencher is allowed to self-assemble. The PAG
concentration is varied at 5% and 10% and the number of base quencher beads is 10% of PAG.
Two types of interactions for the additives are considered. PAG+base quencher can either react
with the resist with an attractive potential (neutral overall) or with a repulsive potential (selective
additives). As can be seen in figure 6.9a-b, the additive spread is uniform in all directions. The
concentration plot in the x-direction is seen in figure 6.9b. Similar plots can also be generated for
y and z directions. These plots show that irrespective of the additive interaction with the resist,
similar concentrations of the additives leading to similar distribution spread. The interaction type
is not as sensitive to the concentration spread as the PAG is only a dimer.

Figure 6.10: Morphology of the chemically amplified resist after phase-I. b) concentration spread for the additives for
6.10a.
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6.2.4.2

Phase-II (Photon exposure and PAG dissociation)

Point particles (photons) generated above the polymer thin film. Particles can have specific zvelocity profile. Preliminary model assumes a delta function for velocity distribution, with no base
quencher activation leading to close to 100% PAG activation in the 10 nm spacing. The particles
do not interact with polymer CG beads. Particle generation pattern can be varied depending on the
mask. Cationic PAG bead within reactive radius (Rreax) is changed to a different atom type after
bond breakage. This event is stochastic with a user defined probability. Specific Monte-Carlo
models can be generated for activation events. Post phase II completion, a fraction of cationic PAG
bead / base quencher are changed into a different atom type as shown in figure 6.10a.

Figure 6.11: a) morphology post-EUV exposure and acid dissociation. b) schematic of attack of a reactive acid ion to
a deprotected resist chain
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6.2.4.3

Phase III (Acid deprotection) and Phase IV (development)

PAG and base quencher beads with new atom type are reactive beads and unexposed additive
beads remain in the system. Polymer resin beads are unfrozen from phase and additive beads are
allowed to diffuse at Tbake ~ 390 K. Acid bead within certain reactive distance of base quencher
bead will be deleted or rendered unreactive. For the preliminary results, the base quencher action
is not studied. A fraction of polymer resin bead within certain reactive distance (Rreax) of acid beads
are changed to a different type and deleted in subsequent development phase. This fraction
signifies the probabilities event that the acid interaction with the polymer resin can lead to
deprotection. For the preliminary results, the fraction is assumed to be 1 leading to fastdeprotection kinetics. Development is defined by just deprotected bead removal. Effect of solvent
on resist morphology is not studied.

Figure 6.12: Acid deprotection kinetics. Protected resist beads are shown in blue while deprotected resist in shown
in orange.
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Another crucial parameter that has an effect on the deprotection kinetics is the extent of acid bead
reactivity, Rreax. Three different Rreax of 1.1 , 1.2 and 1.3 have been tried. The morphology post
development at the same deprotection time along with the concentration spread is seen for the acid
bead reactivity. Higher the Rreax, longer deprotection time are required to form an appropriate
pattern which in this case is a line. As the figure 6.12 shows, for the same deprotection time, higher
Rreax. leads to more deprotection of the polymer. Hence for the region were the photon is dosed,
the concentration of resist beads is the lowest. It is also important to note that for higher
deprotection times when the acid bead is allowed to diffuse further into the resist, defects can arise
in the form resist pores of resist edge roughness. Using base quenchers will not only lead to slower
deprotection kinetics but also reduce these defects.
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Figure 6.13: a) Effect of acid reactivity with variable acid bead reactive radius on deprotection. b) acid bead
concentration across patterned substrate post deprotection and development. The mask allows photons to pass through
10-20 nm. Higher reactive radii leads to lower concentration in the photon dose area.
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6.2.5

SUMMARY

Preliminary coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were performed to model EUV
lithography. The first phase is the self-assembly phase in which the chemically amplified resist
mixture of polymer resin, PAG and base quencher is baked. The distribution of the additives in the
resin is uniform in all directions. Upon the self-assembly, photon particles are generated above the
resist for the EUV exposure, which are imparted a z-velocity. As the photons interact with the
additives, the PAG gets dissociated to form an acid cation. This acid bead then diffuses and
deprotects the polymer resist. The deprotected polymer is developed to reveal the resist
nanopattern. Preliminary results show the importance of the reactive radius of the acid bead and
how it affects the deprotection kinetics.
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